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World events of the past few years have cast a shadow 
of doubt over the ability of the American school , as an 
agent of a democratic society , to fulfill its dual role of 
social and academic development . Critics of American educa-
tion have pointed to social inequal ities , economic pressures , 
technological demands , and many other areas as possible 
causes for the so-called malfunction of American educational 
insti t utions . The world of adult endeavor asks the American 
col lege for tremendous increases in student preparation . 
The col lege is forced to s t ep up its demands upon the hlgh 
scho ,- 1 , "t-'lhich in turn demands more of the elementary school . 
Finally the sequence of educational and societal demands1 
ends with the fj rst grao_e teacher looking at a six-year-old 
child . On one hand the pressures of society and the educa-
ti •'nal system threaten her . On the other hand the needs of 
individual children demand from her far more than just the 
teaching of academic skills . These forceo a re in opposition . 
Should these two entities , the societal demands and 
child needs , be further reduced before they can be reconciled , 
1
Howar•d Lane and r1a.ry Beauchamp, 11 What Does It Mean 
to Live in Mtd-Tt>Ientieth Century?" Human. Relationa 1.u TeaQo-
in£ , Section II (New York: Prentice~Hall , Inc . , 1955) , pp . 
87-161 . 
or must t e teacher of young ch .. ld.:r.en reach nut for a new 
dimension in teaching techniques? 
It is not advi sable to permit the rest of human 
endeavor to race ahead while early childhood education does 
nothing to keep up . It is unreasonable to presume that old 
2 
mistakes may, by some educational transmutation, produce new 
perfect ons . 2 This study seeks, through action research , to 
find ways to improve early childhood education through study 
of the teacher-parent relationship . 
I . ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
What kinds of knowledge and insight mus t the teacher 
look for? On the side of society Stanley, Smith, Benne , and 
Anderson3 suggest three kinds of knowledge that a teacher 
mus t seek . (1 ) Knowledge an.d awareness of the principal 
contemporary problems which generate demands; (2) knowledge 
and appreciation of the principal common values in our 
society--particularly the democratic values which are at 
stake in struggles over educational conservation and change; 
and (J) mastery of relevant new social knowledge which has 
not yet been fully applied in professional thinkj_ng or in 
2 
Alfred North Whitehead, Adyentures Qt Ig~~~ {New 
York: The Macmillan Company , 1933), pp . 117-18. 
3 \oJilliam 0 . Stanley , et al . , SoctaJ. Foungati ons .Qf. 
Education (New York: Henry Holt and Company, Inc . , 1956) , p . 
101 . 
3 
educational practice . These three kinds of knowledge embody 
the societal pressures exerted upon the teacher . 
It seems that childhood needs demand three other kinds 
of relevant knowledge . (4) Knowledge relevant to meeting the 
needs of the child as a human being ; (5 ) knowledge rel·evant 
to meeting his needs at the point he has reached in his 
development; and (6) knowledge relevant to meeting his needs 
as a. unique human being . 
Even with the tremendous amount of knowledge with 
which the teacher may arm herself frequently children either 
cannot or will not learn just what the teacher has in mind . 
Moreover , the teacher is constantly me t with the disheartening 
results of forgetting or deliberate "unlearning11 of muGh that 
the child had once learned in school . Children, like adults , 
exercise their power of selection in whatever they are doing- -
working , playing , going to school , participa t ing in family 
activities . 4 In what way , then, can the teacher hope to use 
her knowlen.ge to help the chi ld. fulfill his va rylng needs and 
at the same time meet the demands of a raoidly changing 
society . Ambrose and Miel5 state that 
4 Bruno Bettelheim , "Roadblocks to Learning ," National 
E~ucation Assocjatlon Journal, 3:23-25, March , 1963 . 
5Edna Ambrose and Alice Miel , Cb11dren ' s SoQlal Lear~­
in& (Washington, D. C. : Na tional Education Association , 
1958)' p . 101. 
4 
The roles teachers assume must be those involved in 
(a) structuring an environment which invites the selec-
tion of democratic social learnings , and (b) giving 
children the help they need to improve consciously the 
selections they make . Important within the environment 
deliberately structured for the acquisition of positive 
ROcial learnings are such factors as (a) the recognition 
of uniqueness, (b) an accepting climate, (c) good feel-
ings, (d) positive identifications, and (e) freedom to 
interact . 
Moreover, Rasey and Menge beliJve that the nature of the 
6 
teacher-child interaction is crucial . Their studies show 
that what happens between the teacher and the child is more 
dependent upon the kind. of person the teacher is than upon 
the individual characteristics of the child . Paul Witty 
also made a study7 and subsequent analysis of effective 
personality traits in teachers and found the following twelve 
categories of best liked traits: cooperative, democratic 
a tti tudes ; kindlines s and consideration for the individual; 
patience ; wide interests; personal appearance and pleasing 
manner; fairness and impartiality; sense of humor; good 
disposition and consistent behavior; inter ~ st in pupils ' 
problems ; flexibility; us e of recognition and praise ; and 
proficiency in teaching. Such autocratic practices as 
sarcasm , threat, contempt , and unreasonable demands i'V'ere 
6 Marie I . Rasey and J . w. Menge, lihai ~Learn~ 
Cnildren (New York: Harper an Brothers , 1956) , p . 23 . 
7Paul A. Wi tty, "An Analysis of the Personality 
Tra1 ts of the Effective 'l1eacher ," Journal ..Qi. Ed ucational 
Research , 40:668 , May, 1947 . 
found to be among the most disliked characteristics . Eager 
and Sm1th8 note in their study that young children are able 
5 
to see differences between autocratic and cooperative leaders 
and are affected by their practices . From these and other 
studies research suggests that children show more spontaneity , 
interest , drive , and social response when teachers practice 
democratic methods , when they accept children as they are 
and allow them to express feelings and ideas , and when they 
work with chtldren to develop mutually acceptable goals . 
The teacher, by being the kind of a person discussed 
above , is providing the young child with another adult 
figure with which he can identify himself . Current studies 
indicate that young children tend to identify with those in 
their immediate environment-- parents, teachers , other 
children . Robert Peck discusses the findings of research in 
this area . 9 In addition to considering identification with 
other people, Erikson discusses the importance of individual-
group identity . He says : 
The growing child mus t derive a vitalizing sense of 
reality from the awareness that his individual way of 
mastering experience ••• is a succes sful variant of a 
8J . Eager and M. B. Smith, "A Note on the Validity of 
Sanford ' s Authori tarian-Equali tar1an Scale, 11 Journal .Q!. 
Abnormal~ Soglal Psycholoiy , 47:265-67, April , 1952 . 
9Robert Peck, "The Child Models Himself After His 
Favorite Models," Fosteril'li Mental Heal to 1n ~ School~ 
(Washington, D. c. : National Education As s ociation , 1950 
Yearbook) . 
6 
group identity and is in accord with its space time and 
life plan. In this sense children cannot be fooled by 
empty praise and condescending encouragement • • • their 
ego identity gains real strength only from wholehearted 
and consistent recognition of r.eal accomplishment , i.e ., 
of achievement that has meaning in the culture . lO 
Implications ~ ~ Teacher 
The studies above show that it is possible to estab-
lish an environment in the school room which will allow 
children a chance to develop better social responses , more 
spontaneity , interest, and drive . This structured environ-
ment allows for extended learning opportunities . Instead of 
developing only those abilities found through intelligence 
testing it is possible to work with "aspects of intelligence 
which involve judgment and insight in social situations , in 
dealing \'lith persons , in inventiveness in mechanical matter s , 
in creative intelligence . . . The teacher is the key 
person who furnishes not only the 11 know how " for structuring 
the environment, but also, in a more personal way , provides 
an adult identity figure for young children . 
If all the areae of knowledge discussed above may be 
used by the teacher to furnish an ideal environmen t in which 
each child may exercise his selective powers for learning , 
10Er1k H. Erikson , Cqildhood and Society (New York: 
Norton and Company , 1950) , p . 208 . 
11 Arthur \Vi tt Blair and William H. Burton , Grouth and 
Development Q! ~Preadolescent (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Inc ., 1951) , pp . 127-28 . 
7 
and where he has a chance to identify with other children 
and cooperative adults , what happens when the school bell 
rings and the child steps into the bus or walks home? What 
happens when summer vacation comes? Is the very young child \/ 
able to retain school learnings and use them in the world of 
family interaction or in the world of his peers? There is 
more than a reasonable doubt that there is any such ability 
for retention present in young children . 
How f,)rtuna te 1 t is , then, that the teacher has an 
ally at hand in the 1mrents of the children in her class . 
Hymes discusses parental qualities . 12 Certain of these 
qualities are present in most parents . Parents love their 
child en and empathize with them . Parents want to be in 
touch with their children ' s lives . They want to participate 
and they have much to give . Parents are subjective and see 
children as wholes. They are, themselves , individuals who 
are specialists in their own children ' s individual differ-
ences . 
Most schools now provide time for conferences between 
these two interested parties--parents and teacher . What 
goes on at these conferences is of vital importance to anyone 
interested in s tructuring an overall environment conducive 
to the teaching-learning process in early childhood education . 
12James L. Hymes , Jr . , Effective ~-~cnoo~ Rel~tions 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1953), pp . 11-12 . 
National Educat1on Assocjation ~ Q! Ethics--Second 
Principle 
In 1952 the Representative Assembly of the National 
Education AsGociation meeting in Detroit adopted a Code of 
Ethics . The second principle of~~ asserts that a 
counseling oriented teacher-parent conference is not only 
uinteresting" but also obligatory . This principle states: 
8 
The members of the teaching profession share with 
parents the task of shaping each student ' s uurposes and 
acts toward socially acceptable ends . The ~ffectivenes s 
of many methods of teaching is dependent upon cooperative 
relationships with the home . 
·In fulfilling the obligations of this 3G·. ,:,nt.J. pr1nc1~, 






Respect the basic responsibility of parents for 
their children. 
Seek to establish friendly and cooperative rela-
tionships with the home . 
Help to increase the student ' s confidence in his 
own home and avoid disparaging remarks tt-rhich 
might undermine that confidence . 
Provide parents with information that will serve 
the best interests of their children , and be 
discreet with information received from parents . 
Keep parents informed about the progress of their 
children as interpreted in terms of the purposes 
of the school . 
II . STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It was , therefore, the purpose of this study to: (1) 
survey the existing information relevant to the history and 
present uses of parent conferences , (2) explore some ways in 
which the teacher-parent relationship could be made more use-
ful, and (J) to project the meaning of knowledge gained in 
(1) and {2 ) above into constructive action . 
9 
III . METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
This is a study in action research 1n whioh the 
investigator started with the requirements of the local 
situation , searched these practices fully , and let the 
import of this information project itself in action for (1) 
an improved and expanded teaching-learning milieu , (2) for 
data suggesting the possibility of a wider study for new 
data , which (J) lead , in turn , to wider action in the use of 
such information . It was , therefore , hoped that a means 
would be found to use such new data in a wlder teacher-
parent relationship . 
This procedure has covered a period of three years 
and has lead from the mechanics of a school testing program 
as a basis for the teacher-parent relationship into the 
fields of adult education , group dynamics , and finally into 
that aspect of human relations which has to do with the 
mutuallty of the teacher-parent relationship . 
IV . LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Although the social scientist strives in every way to 
reach the efficiency of the physical scientist in research , 
he has not yet been able to achieve that degree of speci-
ficity . This is true because the social scientist is fre-
quently dependent upon the methods of interview, or exten-
sions of the interview, for collection of his data . He works 
10 
continually with all possible skill to test, criticize , and 
improve his methods . Social scientists admit freely that 
they are still working to codify research techniques and to 
clarify the general understanding of principles and pro-
cedures . 
The social scientist has been greatly hampered in the 
past by the attempt to use the techniques of othe.r disciplines. 
'rhese techniques bring with them the type of thinking and 
generalizat1.on present in the ortg1nal discipline . The study 
of human relations and group process cannot always adopt 
these older techniques associated with the physical sciences . 
Too many value judgments may interfere . The life and action 
of the 11 group" have been so nebulous that the proper tech-
niques for its study are developing very slowly . 
Before a general ba.s~.s for an overall theoretical 
framework can be constructed other initial problems present 
themselves for solution . The first of these is the problem 
of persuading people to become sources of data . Without 
rapport it is all too evident that the subjective "findmgs" 
the social scientist is depending upon will be influenced 
by prejudice , apathy, or mischievousness . Second, there ts 
an ethical question--does the scientist have the right to 
probe an unwitting subject? If the subject does know the 
purpose of the interview , the scient i st then must contend 
with the possibility of deliberate deception . In fact , the 
11 
social scientist appears to find himself in a great wilder-
ness of fact and theory. With the increase in population 
forcing people more and more into group activity the social 
scientist is also forced to obtain what data are available , 
apply the best measurement possible , verify the findings 
with the limited instruments available J and finally to make 
value judgments and predictions that will effect thousands 
of lives day after day . He must make his blueprint as he 
goes along. Miles continues , 
Naturally , the process of defining outcomes is neces-
sarily fi l led with all kinds of value judgments •. • • 
Value conflicts and agreements need to be made as 
explicit as possible , or planners may end up trying to 
evaluate nothing , .Pr everything , instead of the outcomes 
that really count . l J 
With this admi ssion of difficulties ahead the 1nvest1-
gator will proceed with the study . 
V. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
The organization of the remainder of the thesis is 
divided into five chapters. In Chapter II the investigator 
has followed the historical development of the parent-teacher 
conference as traced through the literature . Chapter III 
describes the Year I Study and refers to that part of the 
thesis t'lhich deals with some uses of a testing program in 
lJMatthew B. Miles, ):.earnl04t .t.Q li.o.t.l~ .l.n Groups (New 
York: Bureau of Publ1cat1ons, Teachers College, Columbia 
Univer s ity , 1959) . 
12 
parent-teacher conferences . Chapter IV describes the Year 
II Study a nd refers to tha t part of the thesis which deals 
with parent education , lecture method , as 1 t was employed t·o 
extend the usefulness of the parent-teacher conference . 
Chapter V describes the Year III Study and refers to that 
part of the paper which reports the use of group dynamics as 
a technique for developing mutuality in the teacher-parent 
relationship, and as a technique for extending the useful-
ness of that relationship. Chapter VI contains a summary , 
analysis, and recommendations for both present usage and 
future research . 
CHAPTEH II 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF 'l'HE PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE 
AS TRAC ED THROUGH THE LITEHATUB~ 
I . THE GROWTH OF THE TEACHER-PARENT RELATIONS r10VEMENT 
Teachers and parents were originally one and the same 
thing . In some primitive tribes as well as in certain other 
specific instances there were reasons for this situation. 
The members of the family and the members of the tribe were 
one and the same . The "curriculum" included skills , facts , 
problem solving situations , manners, morals, body building , 
arts, and crafts . The child could see that this body of 
knowledge, part of family and tribal instruction, was of 
immediate use to him in tribal life . Tne same picture pre-
sents itself on the American frontier . 1 Family solidarity ~ 
has diminished. Life has become so complicated that it is 
1 
Excerpt from a letter (about the frontier in Minne-
sota before the Civil War) written by Ella Maxwell Laura , 
grandmother of the investigator . • . • You know, in the days 
when I ~11as growl ng up, we children thought 1 t ~-1as very lucky 
if we could be spared from home long enough to go to school . 
There was a little log school house about five miles from our 
farm where sometimes we had a teacher ••• • Mostly , though , 
Mama and Papa taught us to read. and wr1 te . Papa gave me my 
Bible and my Dictionary and I read these every day . Mornings 
we girls did the housework and the small chores around the 
house . Afternoons Nere more fun . After dinner we t•rorked on 
the fami.ly sewing which we did all by ha.nd . . • . Papa taught 
the boys how to farm and fish and hunt .. . . 
14 
impossible for the family to continue as the sole instructing 
agency of the young . The delegation of instruction, however, 
implies no delegation of parental responsibility . It is at 
this point that the importance of unanimity of parents and 
teachers becomes evident . 
Research into the r elationship of the parent to the 
school and the teacher has developed gradually . The kinder-
2 garten movement has done a great deal to clarify the mean-
ing of the teacher-parent relationship . From the beginning 
the kindergarten has stressed the need for an exchange of 
1nformat1 on about the child between the home and the school , 
between the parent and the classroom teacher . Even so the 
elementary school was little affected by the teacher-parent 
relationship common in the kindergarten until after the 
early years of the twentieth century . This does not mean 
that parents were disinterested . Before that time relatively 
few ch l ldren went to school at all, and those who did were 
preparing for high school, college, and eventual entrance 
into a profession . Teachers were thought to be solely 
2 
The first kindergarten in America was started by 
Miss Elizabeth Peabody in Boston in 1860 . In 1873 Miss 
Susan Blow opened the first public school kindergarten in 
St . Louis . In 1876 a demonstration kindergarten was con-
ducted at the Philadelphia Exposition. After this demonstra-
tion there was a rapid spread of inter•est in the movement . 
CQ111er 1 s ~ncycloyed1~ (New York: The Crowell-Collier Publish-
ing Company, 1963 • XIV. 8J . 
15 
responsible for the academic learning necessary and were 
expected to keep rigid discipline . In most oases the teacher 
had the full backing of parental authority . Both parents 
and teachers were primarily interested in the student ' s 
acquisition of knowledge and did not necessarily pay atten-
tion to understanding the child . 
In 1897 Mrs . Theodore W. B:i.rney and r1rs . Phoebe A. 
Hearst founded the forerunner of the National Congress of 
Parents and Teachers (then called the National Congress of 
:lathers . ) The immediate goals of this organization were: 
1 . To promote child welfare in home , school , church f 
and community ; to raise the standards of home 
llfe; to secure laws for the care and protection 
of children. 
2 . To brlng into closer relation the home and the 
school that parents and teachers may cooperate 
intelligently 1n the training of the child . 
The National Congress of Parents and Teachers stil l 
adheres to its original purposes of parent education , child 
welfare in home, school and community, and a closer parent -
teacher relationship . 
~{1 th the scientific studies of the learntng process 
made by Thorndike, Wo odworth and others a gradual focus upon 
individual differences became apparent . Binet tests showed 
clearly ,.Jhat a lJiide difference in chronological age and mental 
age often existed . The Terman studies extended Binet 1 s 
picture by showing the relation of individual differences 
to school ach evement . 
16 
Research in the field of child development began in 
the nursery and preschools shortly after World War I . Parent 
education and the close relationship between teacher and 
parent were always emphasized . The National Congress of 
Parents and Teachers gave leadership in the push for closer 
relationships and planned interviews between classroom 
teachers and parents . 
Other factors influencing the present interest in 
teacher-parent relation.ships may be found in research stud-
ies done in associated fields- - anthropology , sociol ogy , home 
economic s , psychol ogy , medicine , and public health . The 
effects of improved communications , higher levels of parental 
education, and improved teacher training all play a part in 
the general picture of strengthening relations between the 
teacher and the parent . 
II . DEVELOPMENT OF PARE.NT-TEACHE11 CONFERENCING 
The forerunner of the teacher-parent conference was 
the formal printed report card . It stressed academic progress 
and good conduct , but it became inadequate when, in the 
1920 ' s, child growth and development were shown to have a 
direct bearing upon school achievement . A further advance 
in evaluation Of pupil progress became necessary as teachers 
and parents attempted an assessment of social and emotional 
development, work habits , study habits, and other important 
17 
aspects of pupil progress . The National Congress of Parents 
and Teachers began to work for individual interviews because 
of' the inadequacy of the printed report: 
Why have conferences? Teachers and parents want to 
exchange more informatlon in order to help the childr-en 
learn . Personal acquaintance and contact 1.s a great 
help in clarifying the aims and methods of the school . 
A report card gives two hundred words , one way, while a 
fifteen minute talk will total about three thousand 
words, both ways . 3 
v!i th the continuing effort in research in education, 
psychology, and allied. fields the purpose of reporting to 
parents has changed in the last fifty years from judging the 
child to guiding him . 4 
Further, lt was the opinion of many leaders in the 
field of ed.ucation that the traditional marking system might 
actually do more harm to the child than realized 
mary report Robert O. Evans said: 
In a sum-
School marks, as com~only used, do not help the child, 
the parents, or the school to evaluate growth. A mark, 
as a measure of subject matter learned, is a measurement 
of a thing that sometimes vanished through the natural 
processes of forgetting, if indeed it ever exists at all 
in the form of significant meaning . 
The thing measured is static and often has only 
temporary significance for the child. Learning con-
ceived in these terms is in opposition to the laws of 
growth and development . Critics believe this practice 
to be inconsistent with the philosophy embodied 1n the 
3 Helen Luck, "Initiating, Administrating, and Evaluating 
a Parent-Teacher Reporting Program" (unpublished field study, 
San Francisco State College , 1954), p . 12 . 
4
Huth Strang, "Records and Reports, 11 Association ..Q!. 
Childhood Education, 16:114-17, November, 1942 . 
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statement that "education is gt•owth'1 't>Jhich is quoted on 
every hand . 
The most valuable outcome of education cannot be 
defined in terms of subject matter, since that which is 
being done to the child is the essential concern. At 
bes t, the assignment of marks, on the basis of subject 
matte~ learned, places emphasis upon only a small por-
tion of the development of t he child . Educators should 
be concerned with the child ' s total personality as 
developed through the various experiences and activities 
in which he engages in the natural processes of living 
and adjusting to his environment . Subject matter is only 
a tool with which the real product of education is 
fash1oned • .5 
~vi th so much research and analysis it is not strange 
that soon after World War II a period of interest and rapid 
growth began. It encompassed both the use and the under-
standing of the teacher-parent conference . By 19.52 either 
the conference or some combination of the conference and the 
formal report card was in common use . In June of that year 
the Natlonal Elementary P;rinclpal published a series of v 
articles on reporting pupil progress . 6 These articles 
descrlbed. methods and plans already in use throughout the 
United States . It was the concensus that the conference 
between teacher and parent was the best way to guide the 
child in school and to explain his progress to hls parents . 
5Robert o. Evans , Practipes, Trends, ~Issue§ 1n 
Report1ng .t.Q Par•ent.~ .Q.U .tl:l& i~elfare .Q..f.. .tM Chll.d f:tl. Scnool 
(New York: Bureau of Publications , Teachers College , Columbia 
University, 1938) , p . 18 . 
6 11 Reporting Pupil Progress, 11 N;at1.Qnal ID.~ 
Princin~, XY~I (June, 1952) . 
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III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEACHEB-PAlli~NT CONFERENCE 
There are, no doubt, as many kinds of conferences as 
there are teachers . Harold Maves 7 conducted a study of soma 
sixty conferences 1n Richmond, California . By the use of 
tape recordings he was able to analyze them. He concludes 
that there is a measurable diffe!'ence in quality, use, and 
efftciency in teacher-parent conferences . His analysis 
divides conferences into two categories: !--"high-level" 
(succe sful); II--"low-level 11 (unsuccessful) . ft1r r1aves ' 
analysis further lists typical performance at each level . 
1 . A friendly welcome by the teacher . 
2 . Rapport; established early in the conference and 
maintained throughout . 
3. Teacher begins conference by selecting one of the 
child ' s strong points for discussion and then 
continues to focus attention on the child through-
out the conference . The child ' s and the parent ' s 
efforts are commended . 
4 . Enjoyable incidents in the child ' s school life are 
interjected by the teacher, such as, "One of the 
things I wanted to tell you which is so nice 
about is • • • 11 
5. Conference closes on a friendly note, with mutual 
planning for the child ' s future progress . 
1 . A rather "cold" welcome with little attempt made 
to establish real rapport with the narent . 
7 Harold O. Maves, "C 0ntrasting Levels of Performance 
in Parent-Teacher Conferences, 11 Elementar" School Journal, 
58:219-24, January, 1958 . 
2. Domlnation of' tho conference by the teacher 
11 repox>ting 11 with little planning s.nd. discussion. 
3. Diroect and inept questionrs of the tertoher which 
put the parent on the defensive. 
4. A gutde sheet aQ.he:r'ed to .tn a rather rigid manner 
by the teacher • 
. ?. Neget1ve e.spects of the child's school experienoea 
overly stressed with few construe ti ve sugge ati ons 
by t:eacher or parent intended to improve tile 
situation. 
In addition to the value for reporting most experts 
of the 19.50 • s concluded that 11 in.d:1 vidual .. conferences con .. 
stitute probably the most important method available in 
parent educat1on. 118 Many administrators conducted in•se:t-vioe 
training sessions to help teachers learn to use the conference 
as a means of' parent ed.ucat ion: 
It is the responsibility of the teaohet" to re-educate 
the parent to the goals of the school today. Many edu-
oa tors feel that ind.i 11idual pt:al"ent ... teaon~n· conferences 
offer the beGt opportunity to brtng the parent face to 
face with modern methods and practices of eduoation.9 
The earliest experience the investigator had w1 th the 
teacher-parent conference t>~Tas in the year 19.51-52. Included. 
in the appendix is a copy of the Goal Sheet devised for use 
at that time. (Appendix A.) Included. in that early Goal 
Sheet are achj.evement goals in academic subjects. Both 
teacher and parent marked this sheet as the conference 
8 
, Dorothy w. Baruch, ~nta ~ QhUd~.n Q.Q .t.Q. §ol:u>Ql. 
(New York: Scott Foresman and Company, 19.34), P• 39. 
9J·. E. Guinnell, ln.t~rpretinl' ..tll.a P~lio ~ (New · 
York: MaGre.w-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1937), p .. Z61.t-. 
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progressed . No attempt at 11 grade" assessment was made ; 
rather, both teacher and parent jotted down anecdotal notes . 
The parent took one cop~r home v1hile the teacher •a copy 
remained in the child ' s file at school . The main purpose 
was "reporting" although it touches on the social adjustment 
of the ch~ld as it might affect the school achievement . This 
Goal Sheet remained 1n use by the investigator for four years . 
In 1953 the curriculum supervisor in the local school 
sent a mimeographed letter to each teacher just before the 
conference week . (Appendix B. ) Especially noteworthy in 
this letter is an appeal to establlsh good public relations . 
For five subsequent years the local school district reported 
to pa r ents of primary children by means of the conference 
only . At the present time a combination of for~al report 
cards and conferences is in use . 
Throughout the past decade the nat~. onal educat :tonal 
picture has altered a great deal The explosion of knowledge , 
with new requirements made upon the public sc!1ools , increased 
numbers of children in school , higher costs of education , 
are only a few of the reasons why parents and teachers are 
paying even more attention to early childhood education. 
More serious is the drive that parents have for satisfaction 
through their children ' s school success . The pressure 
exerted upon children by their parents for academic achieve-
ment has increased . Such change in parental demands is 
ref l ected in professional a rti cles which no lonRer stress 
the side of the conference dealing with the development of 
public relat i ons --a lthough that still l ays a part . Lloyd 
J ohns says in an article rritten in 1961 :10 
Discussion at the conference should be in t ~ rms of: 
1 . Social and emotional adjustment . 
2 . Health . 
3. Special interests . 
J.f. . Work habi t s . 
5. Academic abil i ty a nd achievement . 
Br other Arthur Philip contl nues in t he same ~nanner : 11 
The follow ing must be made clear to parents in 
conference: 
1 . School procedur.s . 
2 . S,hool policies . 
) . School regulations . 
4 . Educat i onal phi losophy . 
He continues : 
If the home-school re l ationship is to le useful the 
follo~1ng are necessary: 
1 . 'Teache r szu ldance of ua.rents . 
2 . F'ull knowle ge of the child by the teac.h er . 
3 . The teacher mus t know the parental attitudes . 
Conferences "ttJhl ch encompass such an agenda. as these 
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1 terns sug. 1 est are on an entire ly di fferent level than those 
of a decade ago . Teachers conferencing a t t hi s level 
10
Lloyd Johns , »Guidance Through Par ent-Teacher 
Conferences , 11 ~' 81 :)03-0 5 , J anuary , 1961 . 
11 Brother Arthur Ph ilip, F . s . c . , "Parent s Learn Too , " 
1-J"ational Catholt.c Education !.,\a§!ociatiQ.U Bul l et..t.n , 56:277 , 
August , 19 59 • 
'( 
2) 
approach the status of counselors . Fortunately in-service 
training as well as university extension courses for teacher 
training are often available to teaching staffs . It has been 
pointed out earlier in this paper that the teacher-parent 
conference s not something a teacher can either take or 
leave . (Chapter I . ) The second principle in the N. E. A. 
Code of Ethics makes the acceptance of such responsibility 
obligatory . 
IV . ASSETS IN PRESENT PRACTICE IN TEACHER-PARENT CONFERENCES 
A summary of the foregoing developmental facts points 
to the follm<~1ng .._,aluable qual1 ties in current conference 
practice: 
1 . Through mutual understanding parents and teachers 
learn to recognize and accept a shared responsi-
bility in child growth, development, and 
achievement . l2 
2 . Attitudes toward people are among those th ngs 
that are learned largely at home . lJ Without 
12 K. E. D' Evelyn, loQ.1v1duaJ. Parent Confer"'nces (New 
York: Bureau of Publica tions , Teacher College, Columbta 
University, 1945), p . 1 . "The home and the school have j int 
responsibility for a child ' s development. What happens to 
him in either place affects his total behavior . In order to 
help him develop a well-balanced persona.ltty structure , the \( 
home and the school must cooperate in working out a sui table 
program of' act1 vi ties and. experiences Individual p~rent­
teacher conferences are one of the most satisfactory means 
of rr.aking this cooperative planning possible . " 
l3W1l l iam Clark Trow, ~ Lea.r.uin.g Procesa (Washing-
ton, D. C. : Nat i onal Eo.ucation Association, Department of 
Clas s room Teachers, 1954). 
a face-to-face interview the teacher is at a 
loss in her assessment of child atti tudes and 
their causes . 
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) . The conference promotes opportunity for em£~ional 
adjustment in the child and in his home . 
V. TEACHER-PARENT INTERACTION 
Although minor difficulties of scheduling, time 
allotment, and cost are always present, a more serious fault 
in conferenclng lies in the discrepancy between goals and 
results. The thoughtful teacher begins to analyze the con-
ference and soon realizes that the crux of the matter lies 
not in the conference with the parent of the successful 
child, but tAfith the parents of the unsuccessful one . This 
is where teacher-parent interaction is vital. The inevitable 
que stion that such a parent asks is, 11 Why? 11 The teacher is 
now at the point where she mus t raise her defenses to justify 
her own teaching . There is no amount of pleasantness, posi-
tive thinking, or evasion that will answer that question. 
Good public relations as suggested by the authorities only a 
14 
Albert J . Huggett and Cecil V. Millard, Growth .5W.d 
Le.arnln~ .1:a .W. Elementary SchQols (Boston : D. C. Heath and 
Company, 1946), p . 146 . 11 Less commonly recognized is the 
effect upon the children themselves of a satisfactory or 
unsatisfactory teacher-parent relationship . Every teacher 
knov"'s that he has 11 ttle or no diff lcul ty with the youngster 
who comes from a home which takes pains to keep alert to th / 
\ child ' s progress in school, to support the teacher in worth-
while activity, and to do all the things that demand active 
cooperation between home and school . What is not realized is 
the threat against the child's emotional balance, his atti-
tudes and drives, and his happiness if there is conflict and 
lack of understanding between home and school . 11 
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few years ago are beside the point . The honesty of the 
teacher requires that she find the reasons for pupil failure , 
explain them to the parent, and attempt to correct the situa-
tion . In the meantime the teacher must try to save both 
parent and child fro m the effects of parental fears . The 
teacher now must prepare herself for a conference in depth . 
rro satisfy that parental "why ' " many teachers often 
seek answers to the three questions which the investigator 
found parents bring to every conference . 
1 . Is my child getting along all right 1n school and 
how do his grades compare with other children ' s 
grades? 
2 . Does my child get along with other people? 
J . How can I hal p my child? 
These questi ons demonstr~t.e that parents have an 
urgent sense of oaring and a deep sense of impatience with 
the school because the child is growing and needs help now, 
not later . Parents seem to want to know if the school is 
doing its best for the child both for now and in the future . 
Parents may understand better than the teacher the importance 
of recognizing individual differences, and the impossibility 
of dichotomizing the child . They evidently want their 
children to grow up to be healthy , useful, happy adults with 
many good human relationships . 
Why is it, then, that many times , when the parent and 




strain or false optimism enters the relationship . The teacher 
may begin to act as if she knows all the answers already . The 
parent feels rebuffed and the conference loses its primary 
purpose--to help the "whole child" in his own developmental 
pattern . 
Since the real purpose of an effective home and school 
association is the complete development of the whole 
child, teachers in school must cooperate with their 
co-educators at home . l5 
This calls for a merging of the parents ' personal viewpoint 
\'lith the teacher ' s trained insights . 
Three fundamenta l teacher functions should be present 
in every teacher-parent conference . These functions are: 
1 . Assessment of academic achievement with reference 
to individual difference in the learning act 
itself . 
2 . Assessment of the impact of emotional factors on 
academic achievement and upon social adjustment . 
3. Guidance of parents in their responsibility to 
work t~~ith the school to maintain or to correct 
the total environment for the learning experience 
of each child . 
These three teacher functions are directly in 11ne 
with the three questions asked by parents-in-conference--
listed above . To develop such functional abilities in the 
l5Brother Arthur Philip,~. ~. , p . 277 . 
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teacher and to seek ways of using the parent-teacher rela-
tionship to assist the child was the goal of the investigator 
at the beginning of the exploratory study which follows . 
CHAPTER III 
USES OF A SCHOOL TESTING PROGRAM RELEVANT 1'0 THE 
TEACHER-PARENT CONFERENCE 
I . INTRODUCTION 
New facts call for new doing , and new facts take 
tenable action aut of the realm of opinion . It is 
necessary to project the meaning of knowledge into 
practice •••• The real difficulty is with these who 
practice in disregard of data and those who have data 
but do nat project them in their meaning for actl.on . l 
The purpose of t his year ' s study is to explore sam~ 
ways in which the school testing program can expand the 
teacher-parent conference . In view of this proposal , the 
investigator embarked upon a study in action research . 
The goal was to use the testing program and the 
parent-teacher conference to develop a more effective home-
school milieu in which the teaching-learning proce s in 
early chj.ldhood could more effectively be carried on . 
II . YEAR I STUDY 
This question presented itself at the beginning of the 
Year I Study . In what way can a testing program administered 
by the classroom teacher add to the effact1veness of the 
teacher-parent conference? 
1 Earl C. Kelley and Marie I . Rasey, Ed ucation and~ 
Natur~ Qt tlan (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952) , pp . 64-6S 
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Those participating in the study were the parents of 
thirty children in a first grade class in the public schools 
of Walnut Creek, California . 
Procegure "h." 
The following group testing program was carried out 
by the investigator . 
1 . Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, Form s , 
given the first week in September . 
2 . Science Research Associates Primary Mental 
Abilities (Ages 5-?), given the last week in 
September . 
3 . Ginn and Company Achievement Tests given through-
out the year upon completion of the various read-
ing levels . 
4 . Science Research Associates Achievement Series , 
Form A 1-2, given the last week of April . 
Tests 1 , 2 , and 4 above were in current use in the 
local school district . Tests included in 3 above are part 
of the Ginn and Company test schedule and therefore are part 
of the California State Te xt Listing . 
The group test scores shown 1n F'igure 1 (numbered 1 , 
2 , 3) were used in the first teacher-parent conference to 
indicate both achievement and academic expectancy as follows: 
1 . Children falling below the 65th cent1le in the 
r1etropol1tan Reading Read nes s Test were given 
2. SRA Primary Mental 
J . Ginn Achievement Tests: Each child ' s score 
indicated weak areas 
where reteaching was 
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4. SRA Achievement Series: Below grade'On grade Above grade 
FIGURE 1 
SCHOOL TEST RESULTS 
(Circled numbers refer to the number of children in 
each category . } 
2 
Uses of number 4 in Pigure 1 are not indicated in 
this study . 
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special help during the first two weeks of school 
(during the normal readiness per1od . 3 
2 . Children whose mental ages were found to be below 
6-6 on the SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test were 
kept in the readiness program until classroom 
4 performance indicated different handling . 
3 . Children whose mental ages ranged from 6-6 to 7-0 
were given one more week of readiness , while 
children whose mental ages were above 7-0 were 
started immediately in the reading program . 
4 . Ginn and Company Achievement Tests were used 
periodically to assess weak points tn learning . 
3Robert w. Edmiston and Bessie Peyton , 11 Irnprov1ng 
First Grade Achievement by Readiness Instruction , n School 
Wld. Society , 7l t230-32 , April , 1950 . "Those not ready to 
start the reading program after eight weeks may be con-
sidered low achievers . There is little value in continuing 
reading readiness after this time . " 
4 
Mabel V. Morphet , 11 When Should Children Begin to 
Read?" Elementary School Journal , 31:496-.503, March , 19.31 . 
"There is a hlgh correlation between mental age and reading 
success." The article lists the following: 
Below: MA of 6 in September--poor chances of 
reading success . 
MA of 6-6 in September--normal chance of 
reading success . 
MA of 7-6 in September--superior chance of 
reading success . 
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r·1etropolitan Reading Readiness Test Scoring Key: 
(from Manual) 
Percentile Scores Readiness Status Significance 
6-35 Low Normal Likely to r~ve d1f-
ficulty in first 
grade work . Should 
be assigned to s low 
section and given 
more 1nd1v1.dualized 
work . 
Analysis of the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test 
scores and of the S.RA Primary Mental Abilities ~~est scores 
indicated that only two children out of the class of thirty 
might be unsuccessful in first grade reading, thereby being 
in danger• of suffering some related persona11 ty maladjust-
r. 
ment . ~ Sixteen others whose mental ages were below the 
critical 6-6 level may need special help and individualized 
work . 
By the ttme of the second conference at the end or 
November the clas t> progress shows the following : 
Above average progress through the preprimer l e vel-10 children 
Average progress through the preprimer level 10 children 
5Helena H. Zolkos , "What Research Says About Emotional 
Factors in Retardation in Reading , 11 Elementary School Joq:rna~. 
51:512-18, May, 1951 . Among other dis cussion topics, Sec-
tion Four deals with maladjustments caused by reading failure . 
Specific studies in the field are abstracted in the article . 
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Individualized work necessary to keep up 4 children 
Unsatisfactory progress in 'the preprimer level - 6 children 
These last six children, 2 girls and 4 boys» s,re the 
ones whose parents want to know 11why . " Authorities have found 
that many failures stem from forces not related to the school . 
Donald Durrell lists these factors as follows: 
1 . Preset or heredity factors . 
2. Emotional or persgnality factors . 
3. Physical factors . 
Mary Clare Petty continues, nAn examina tion of some of the 
individual <}ase studies shows that the explanation of many 
child~en ' s work lies in the home, social , health, discipli-
nary, or }:;ersonal ity problems . "? 
At the second conference the parents of the six 
children in question agreed to have thelr children undergo a 
medical check . The medical examinations disclosed that one 
child of the six had serious vision problems and, upon the 
advice of the medical doctor, was removed. from the reading 
program. That left five children who would need individual 
testing to ascertain, if possible, the bases of their low 
achievement . 
6 ' 
Donald D. Durrell , "Learning Difficulties Among 
Children of Normal Intelligence," Elementary School Journal, 
55:201-08, December, 1954 . 
7 . 
Mary Clare Petty, "An Expertmental Study of Certain 
Factors Influencing Reading Readiness," Journal .Q!. Educ&-




By the time the medical checks on the remaining five 
children were complete there remained four weeks before the 
next conference . The ti~e element called for faster action 
than an average classroom teacher is able to manage . Never-
theless an extra conference was scheduled for each child to 







'I'he child ' s developmental history , 
His home background , 9 
Family expectations for the child , 10 
His relationship with mother, f a ther, and siblings , 
The child ' s likes, dislikes, and fears . 
Httghes and Cox suggest that such information can be 
collected by uestionna1re . 11 
8K. E . D' Evelyn , "How to Find Out About Children, II 
Childhood Eaupatlon, 23=75-79; October, 1946 . 
9Paul A. \H tty and David Kopel, "Preventing Reading 
Disability; the Reading Readiness Factor , 11 EQ.ucatiopa.l 
Aomin1strat1op .and. SJJpervision, 22:l.J·Ol-l8 1 September, 19)6 . 
10 
Katherine Beeves I "The c !role--Parent, rreacher, 
Ch ld, 11 ~Ora~ Teacher, 77:63, February, 1960 . 
11Mar1e f1 . Hughes and Vivian K. Cox, "Parents Report 
to Teachers 1
11 Childhood, Educat1on , 21I314-17 , February , '-' 
1945 . 
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The findings from these informal discussions were as 
follows: 
Slow early developmental patterns 
Suspected neurotic behavior confirmed by 
the parent, but no explanation could 
be given by the parent 
Immature personality patterns displayed 
in the mother 
Chronological age below six years at the 
- 2 children 
- 1 child 
- 1 child 
entrance to school in September - 1 child (boy) 
Inadequate counseling training on the part of the 
teacher (teacher training:does not include psychoanalysis ), 
in oases ~-~here a need for therapy was suspected, coupled with 
insuff1.c1ent time for e 1 ther d1Fl.gnos1s or therapy-, w~re 
prime factors · in the investigator ' s dec1si on to refer one 
neurotic child and one child suspected of having personal1 ty 
problems to a family guidance clinic . The classroom teach-
er ' s part then wou.ld be to consider, in curricular require-
ments, the advice of the outside agency . 
The third child under consideration was a boy whose 
chronological age 1~as below six years when school started in 
September . The child in question was nine months under the 
e.ge bf some of the. other children in the class . Research has 
shown that male ch:l.ldren often have a more d1ff1cul t time in 
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school than do female children. 12 Investigations in this 
area indicate that "boys suffer more retardation and failure 
in grammar school . " l3 Studies have shown that pre rna ture 
reading 1ns ·truct1on may be positively harmful . 14 The 
investigator must , then; assume that this boy was immature 
(most evident in his lack of ability to see likenesses and 
differences in words )15 and t-rould progress more satisfacto-
rily if given such prereading activ1 ties as 11.stening to 
stories, looking and telling experiences~ and matching games. 
Two children with slow early developmental patterns remained 
for the investigator to assess . At this critical time one 
of these c-hildren was absent several weeks with colds and 
allergies . The teacher , meanwhile , began the study of the 
other one . The case study follows . 
~Study 
Karon was six years and six months old when she was 
registered in the first grade in September . She was a tall 
12\villiam C. Trow, ''vJhen Are Children Ready to Learn," 
NEA Journal., lJ.Lj. :?8-79, February , 1955, lists among other 
aspects of readiness a chronological age of 6-5 as being most 
satisfactory for male school entrants . 
l3J . Maxwell , "What 'l'o Do About the Boys," NEA 
J OlJ,rnal. , l}9: 26, March , 1960 . 
14Edgar A. Doll, "Varieties of Slow Learners," Exoe"Q-
t 15nal Children , 20:61-64 , November, 1953 . 
15witty and Kopel,~. ~. , p . 402 . 
and very thin little girl . Her presence in the room was 
almost unnoticed . Her general attitude rATas unresponsive . 
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At the beginnlng of the school year her response to the usual 
readiness program was apathetic . Although she was always 
clean and even well-dressed, several other things about Karon 
were disturbing . Any qulck motion of the teacher made her 
flinch; she had a fine body tremor; her head always hung 
down in a dispirited way . One day she came to school with 
a clear red marking of a slap given so hard that the marks 
of four long , strong fingers remained on her face for a 
whole week . This incident marked the beginning of a system-
atic study of Karon ' s family . 
Karon was the middle of three children . Both parents 
live in the home as dces the paterr~l grandmother . The 
older sister in the fourth grade was failing in all skill 
subjects and Nas to be retained in the fourth grade another 
year . The brother , in kindergarten , shows the same signs of 
fear , docility , and body tremor as Karon . The mother was a 
very pleasant and cooperative woman , an excellent housewife , 
and showed every evidence of wanting to provide for her 
child ' s needs . She was disturbed by the presence of the 
grandmother in the home. She said the grandmother 11 1s not 
nice to Karon at all . " r.rhe mother spoke freely of her own 
experiences at school and said that aftPr the third grade , 
school work became increasingly difficult for her. The 
father was a college graduate although he said he went to 
college after military service and had a hard time getting 
through . College must be a 11 status symbol" to the father , 
however, because he made a number of remarks such as the 
following: "I was lucky to get to go to college .••• I 
never thought I 'Afould get the chance . • • • I stuck 1 t out 
and made it . 11 
Karon •s scores 1n the SRA Mental Maturity Test were 
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as follows: IQ 82 , and MA 5-6 . Therefore, the prediction 
of t3u.ccess in school subjects Nas low at that time By 
January she had learned by sight the common color words and 
the names of the story family the class was reading about . 
She had memorized number counting to ten and could copy 
single letteJ:•s at the blackboard . The plan for Karon had 
been as follows: 
1 . To seek to give this child a new relationship 
with an adult, one of acceptance, understandh'lg , 
support, and reassurance . 16 It was not hard to 
do this for Karon because of her desire to please , 
her shy smile, and her pathetic self-effacement . 
Every attempt was made to be sure that the press 
of daily routine and the needs of the other 
16rn much the same manner as that described by Carl 
aogers, Ql1ent-Center~d TQe~apy (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin 
Company, 1951), p . 517 . 
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children did not cover the teacher ' s sincere 
personal feelings for her . 
2 . To try to erase the fear evidenced in her tremor 
and flinching . The medical history showed no 
physical reason for these . Nevertheless it was 
often necessary to hold Karon ' s hands to steady 
them and to relax her generally . Anything that 
caused the flinching reaction was explained and 
every attempt was made to help her to laugh at 
herself for jumping as she did . 
3 . To save Karon from her sense of failure in school 
by adjusting the curriculum to her ability . 
4 . To gain an actiye acceptance of Karon by the 
other children. Active acceptance meant including 
Karon in unsupervised play--not just ignoring her . 
This was done by explaining to the class how every-
one makes mistakes when there are hard things to 
do; then by supporting Karon, ego support as 
Bedl17 might call it, in leadership roles in 
dramatic play, art , music, and other media, so 
that she might taste success , and that the other 
children might see her in that light . 
17Fr1 tz Bedl and Dav~.d Wineman , Controls .EJ:.Qm. Within . 
(Glenc oe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1952) . 
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By the end of March Karon was reading much better , 
still on the preprimer level, however , and letter formation 
had progressed to word formation . She had come to the place 
where she could talk happily and could look around. at the 
activity of other children . She had made one friend--a very 
young little girl in the class . The parents were called in 
again to go over all of Karon ' s progress and they agreed to 
have further psychological tests ade and to pay for extra 
lessons in reading after school . A reading coach was con-
tac·ted and provided with all the material for the private 
lessons . These lessons were to coordinate phonics, reading 
for fun, mechanical eye control , posture, and other suppor-
tive coordination . The lessons were also to sup9ort the 
effort tol'Iard success and happiness in the school sett 1ng . 
In March Karon was g1 ven the Hevif:1ed Stanford-Binet 
Scale . Her IQ score on this testing was 89 . Lack of time 
on the part of the teanher made an investigation of this 
increase in IQ score impossible . The teacher felt, however , 
that it might be caused by either the individual -test situa-
tion in the Stanford-Binet as opposed to the group test situa-
tion done previously , or to the removal of some of the 
anxiety by the supportj.ve school atmosphere in the interven-
ing tirne between the two tests . Other tests considered for 
use at this time were the Vineland Social I1aturity Scale and 
the Bender-Gestalt . These were not given because of lack of 
!tl 
teacher time . In April Karon was given the SRA Aohievem$nt 
Series, Grades 1-2 . On the surface her scores were disappoint-
ing . In reading they fell on the third month of the f1r~t 
year and in arlt.hmetic on the first month of the first year . 
These scores looked bad , but it is to be remembered that these 
tests were group tests, and Karon alweys gave up when the 
element of time-pressure was applied . Also there was the 
day-to-day evidence of her reading on the early primer level, 
although reading for Karon was on an individual basis and 
with such mechanical aids as a marker, and frequent use of 
the blackboard . She then placed at about the middle of year 
one which was not too far behind the class . 
On the first of May Karon ' s parents were again called 
in . Agreement TtJas reached on the following picture and sup-
portive plan . As a child , Karon was a charming , quiet little 
girl. She made friends slowly, but had a happy relationship 
each time . She always waited for others in order to imitate 
group activities, but entered in later and showed no signs 
of frustration or anger at the more dynamic parts the others 
played. She had lost her fear of adults and her body tremor 
was gone. Her parents understood h~r much better and loved 
and app··ec1ated her for her efforts and for her real success . 
On Ju.:r~ 1 Karon was reading in her second primer ; she 
continued her lessons e.fter school; she read well orally and 
alone, but could not yet read silently for co,nprehensi on . 
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She was on the second level j.n first grade reading and would 
have as much enrichment at this level as uossible, but would 
not be able to go into the third level (first grade reader) 
with the rest of the class . She had learned all the mechanics 
of first grade arithmetic, but could not follow any of the 
beginnings of abstract thought patterns . In writing Karon 
formed letters and numbers well , but anything further , lead-
ing toward sentence construction, was not possible yet . She 
enjoyed copying group efforts in story writing . Karon liked 
music, scj.ence, and nature study because she could wor·k in 
the group a.nd had plenty of chances to enter into imitative 
situations . More individualistic activities such as art and 
rhythms were not so well received 
'r!'1e prognostic plan for Karon • s educ:::~tion follows . Her 
parents were fully behind the program and were ready to nf1ght 11 
for Karon ' s "place in the sun," which was presumably what they 
would have to do in our socio-economic setting . Karon would 
probably need ten years to complete eight years of elementary 
school . She was to be promoted in June to second grade , and 
her teacher in second grade was 11 hand picked . " Karon would 
go to sum.1er ses s 1 on for four weeks each summer . Each year 
she should take a reinforcing summer program--for review and 
to allow only a minimum of unsupervised study time . During 
the six weeks after summer school she was to have as much 
freedom as possible . Fortunately Karon ' s home was siuua ted 
to allow this . She would. go on into the third grade where 
she would probably need to be retained for remedia tion and 
for necessary time needed in arithmetic and cursive writing 
skill . Then yearly promotion was anticipated for Karon to 
the seventh grade when she ,.;ould need a nother year probably 
for remediation and new skill practice . Of course , any 
num~3 r of situations could change these plans . The plans 
were only tentative . Before high school her abilities should 
be carefully appraised and again the curriculum chosen with 
reference to mental and personality assets and the total 
prospect for adult success . 
With a program like the above and with the reinforce-
ment of the home, Karon ' s life oan be one of limited suc-
cess, perhaps , as many see it, but one of personal accomplish-
ment and satisfaction with personality problems not neces-
sarily beyond the normal. No changing of long range plans 
should be allowed without the consent of the school psycholo-
gist and without careful attention to test results and teacher 
18 and parent estimates . 
III . SUMMARY 
No further case work or individual te sting could be 
undertaken by the teacher because of the time element. The 
18Ka!'on is now in her third year in the elementary 
school and is progressing according to plan. 
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scores made on the ~ Achievement Series were used for 
teacher deoistona regarding the reteaching program undertaken 
during the final two months of the school year. The Ginn 
Company Readini Acblevement Tests were continued and used for 
the same purpose . Of the six children who scored below grade 
level in April, three were retatned because of immaturities 
in b9havior patterns ; the neurotic child was transferred to 
a private school on the recommendation of his guidance counse-
lor; Karon was promoted to second grade according to the plan 
described in the case study, and the one remaining child 
matured sufficiently and covered enough ma terial to make pro-
motion possible . 
The following tests were used or conside red for use 
during the year : 
Group Tests Individual Tests Tests Reviewed But Not UR~A 
Metropolitan Reading Stanford-Binet Vineland Social 
Readiness Test Maturity Test 
SBA Primary Mental Kindergarten and Bender-Gestalt 
Abilities Test First Ore.de 
Teacher Estimates 
Ginn and Company Read-
1ng Achievement Tests 





Positive and negative effects of such a test program 
as that described above are listed below . 
Positive 
The teacher is allotted some 
time for the group testing 
program . 
Scoring keys and accompanying 
manuals make good use of group 
test findings possible . 
If the teacher is sufficiently 
trained and has the time she 
is ideally suited to give the 
necessary tests because of her 
unique position in the life of 
the child . 9 
The classroom teacher ' s 
strongest contribution in the 
testing program s in assess-
i ng academic achievement and 
physical , mental , or emotional 
1mmatur1t1es . 20 
The three most important 
determinants in assessing 
reading 21adiness as listed 
by Kopel can be found by the 
teacher in the group testing 
program . (IQ, Reading Readi-
ness Test data, and perform-
ance in informal reading 
activities . ) 
By going into the test pro-
gram as thoroughly as time 
will a l low , the teacher has a 
much more objective picture to 
present to ~~e parents in 
e 
Negative 
There is not enough time for 
a classroom teacher to do 
individual testing 23 
It is not democratic to 
single out a few individuals 
for testing in depth when all 
others do not benefit either 
from such testing or fr~~ 
subsequent remedlation . 
Testing programs may lead to 
teacher attempts at therapy . 
Therapy is outside the func-
tion of an educational 
institution , nor does251me permit such activity . 
Cases suspected of needing 
therapy must not be handled 
by the teacher because her 
training does not cover pro-
fessional requirements of a 
therap1st . 26 
If therapy is indicated it 
should be made available to 
the family . Without 1t the 
parent appears to be motivated 
by fear in handling the 
child ' s problems . The chili? 
will feel this to his harm. 
FIGURE 3 
ASPECTS OF THE TESTING PROGRAM* 
* Explanatory footnotes for this figure appear on page 46 . 
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IV . EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS ImOI'1 
THE FIRST YEAR OF EXPLORATION 
The fol lowing evaluation is in line with the goal set 
tn Chapter I and again in the last paragraph of the introduc-
tion to the study . 
19J . Stanley Gray (ea . ), ~ychol{~ in~ (second 
edition; New York: The American Book Company , 1951 ), pp . 
138- 43 . 
20Lee J . Cronbach , Easential a .1n P§ycholog1c;al ~­
~ (New York: Harper and Brothers , 1949), pp . 3-5 . 
21 
David Kopel, "Reading Readiness; I t s Determination 
and Use, " TeachStrs Qo1J~~te Jourpal, 1) :64-70, J anuary, 1942 . 
22Howard Lane and Mar y B·eauchamp , Understa.udlng. Human 
Deyel.o:Qmenr (Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice -Hall; 
Inc . , 1959 , p . 348 . · 
23El1 Ginzberg, "Guidance in an Affl uent Society" 
(address to the California Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion , Long Beach , California , February 22, 1961 ), p . 7 . 
(Mimeographed . ) 11 You ought to concentrate on groups , not 
individuals, especially on groups that might inadvertently 
close out their future choices prematurely . 11 
24Emp1r1cal evidence of the study as recorded by the 
investigator . 
2 5Frances Martin , "Roots of U11derstand1ng, 11 ChilghQQQ. 
Edupat1Qn , 36:198-99 , January , 1960 . 
26Ginzberg , .QU. . llt • , p . 6 . "I would like to remind 
you that psychoanalysts have to study until they are forty 
before they are considered competent to deal with emotional 
problems; this suggests that counselors, irrespective of 
their interests. might better concentrate on other types of 
problems . 11 
27 James J . Hymes , Effectl ye ~-.fu:<hool Rela:t lon§ 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1953), pp . 151-52 . 
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Question 1--Can a school t esting program assist the teacher 
1n assessing and explaining individual differences t n pupil 
lea.rning? When parents-in-conference ask rtwhy" one child in 
the room learns and another does not, what is the answer? 
According to Dr . Arthur R. Jensen of the Univer sity 
of C-; lifornia: 
An odd gap exists in our knowledge of the psychology 
of human learning • • • • We know a good deal about the 
environmental variables that control learning , and also 
about lnd1v1dual differences in lllW!.:t. or .b..Qli ~ persons 
have learned in relation to some norm such as the average 
of their age group . But we know very little about the 
dynamics of learning, th~~ is, how people differ in the 
learning process itself . 
28
Arthur R. Jensen , 11 The Study of Individual Differ-
ences 1n Human Learning" {Berkeley: University of California, 
1962) , pp . 1-2 . (Mimeographed . } A number of questions are 
listed by Dr . Jensen to point up the "gap 11 in the psychology 
of human learning . 
" •• • we can mention a number of obviously important 
questions to lJthich educational psychologists at present have 
no scientifically established answers : 
1 . Is there such a thing as general l earning ability? 
2 . What is the relationship between basic l earning 
abilities and school achievement? 
J . Are IQ tests the best method for diagnosing the 
speciftc learning difficulties of children with 
problems in school learning, or must we use 
instead tests that permit analysis of the 
child ' s learning behavior itself? 
4 . What is the rele.tionship bebreen learning ability 
and mental age 'l 
5. Is there a relationship between learning ability 
and retention of what is learned? Could it be 
that some of the so-called ' slow ' learners are 
really not slow at all, but rather that their 
difficulty is in retaining what they learn? 
6 . Hhy do some persons learn better when practice is 
concentrated in a few long periods while others 
learn better when the practice periods are rela-
tively short but spread out over more time? 
It is clear, then, that alth0ugh the teacher can 
explain a great deal about what has ha}")pened in learning , 
she can give no explanation as to why it happened. This 
goal had to be abandoned for the present . 
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Question 2-·Is a testing program in the school room of value 
1n assessment of the impact of emotional factors on academic 
achievement and upon social adjustment of the child? 
Again a negative answer must be given . Although there 
are many tests devised for this purpose and these are avail-
able to professional people , 1n view of the evidence obtained 
empirically from the Year I Study the teacher has neither 
the time nor the professional training to thoroughly assess 
the impact of emotional factors upon learning or upon social 
adjustment . 
Our ideas of what a classroom teacher can accomplish 
in the modern school are not based on reality . The 
teacher cannot be a specialist .•• she hasn ' t time . 
She needs a team ..• the nurs~A doctor , social worker , 
psychologist , and psychiatrist . ~ 
? . What are the effects of l a nguage and culture 1n 
learning? 
8. What is a ' mentally retarded ' child in terms of 
learning ability? 
9. How good are IQ tests in predicting learning on 
teaching machines . 
10 . What are the basic dimensions underlying indi-
vidual differences in learn1ng? 11 
Dr . Jensen is now engaged in a long-term research 
study to try to find the answers to these and other questions . 
29N . Harry Camp, 11 A Case for Guidance Services in the 
Elementary School," Educa tJ._o,n , 7.5:419-31, March , 19.5.5 . 
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It 1s true that a teacher may become a pretty good hypothe·· 
sizer , but for objective facts to support discussi ons with 
parents , she must rely upon reports from referrals . This 
personality testing goal must also be abandoned . 
Question 3-- Does the school testing program aid the teacher 
in the guidance of parents in their responsibility to work 
with the school to maintain or to correct the milieu for the 
teaching-learning3° process for each child? An affirmative 
answer , although qualified , can be given here . From the 
evidence empirically obtained from the Year I Study the 
teacher can use the scho 1 testing program to guide parents -
in-conference to an understanding of the areas of academic 
achievement , physical maturation , and mental maturation. 
Furthermore the parents can be given evidence that reading 
problems often stem from 1~~atur1ties in these areas ; that 
childhood needs include social adjustment , recognition , 
competency in standing on one's own feet , and a rich experi-
ential background; and that the results of failure are the 
conditioned learnings of fear, frustration , and soctal 
maladjustments . 31 
Other qualifying factors in the affirmative answer to 
question 3 are: (1) Parents need help in understanding how 
3°Nathanj.e l Cantor , Toe Teacb.ini-Learning Process (New 
York : The Dryden Press , 1953 ) . 
3lz 16 olkos , ~. ~. , pp . 512- . 
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and when to help . There is not time to give this help in a 
few individual conferences . (2) All parents and children 
need mental hygiene the same as they need physical hygiene . 32 
The school testing program in itself does not contribute to 
the satisfaction of these needs . 
1 . The testing program in school does not contribute 
to a "dynamic extension" of the teaching act . 
2 . The answer to the question of where to find this 
11 d.ynamic extension" may be found in the guidance 
of parents-in-conference . 
) . Parents should become more active in the teacher-
parent relationship if they ar~ to furnish an 
added depth to the relationship . From evidence 
gathered during the Year I Study it becomes evident 
that many parents just nsit in" on a conference and 
then do nothing further about it . 
Conclusions 2 and 3 above point to the possibility of 
some sort of parent education program as the means of finding 
a "dyna111c extension" of the teaching act . 
32r-1ental Hygiene 1n. .:t.ru2. ClassroQm , A Report by the 
Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the NEA 
a.nd the AMA, 19.56 , p . 7 . 
CHAPTER IV 
USES OF PARE NT EDUCATION IN THE TEACHER-PARENT RELATIONSHIP 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Chapter IV will describe the second y~ar of involving 
parents more closely in the early stages of their children ' s 
formal education. 
At the beginning of the Year II Study a further pro-
gram was initiated to cCintin,·e the study of ways to help the 
teacher-parent conference realize its highest potential . 
The Year II Study is an exploration of a special type of 
parent education program designed to develop the desired 
relationship . 
Those part1cipa.t1ng in the study were the parents of 
t hirty-three children in a first grade clas s in the public 
schools of \valnut Creek, California . Parents-and-teacher in 
conference sought an answer to the question: Will a Parent 
Education Program help prepare parents to work as partners 
1n a "dynamic extension" of the teaching act? The following 
1s an anecdotal record tracing the procedure and progress of 
the parent education exploration carried on during the 1961· 
62 school year . 
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II . YEAR II STUDY 
AUf;US t l.2.6l. 
After proper authorization from the superintendent 
and from the principal involved , the investigator called 
together some of the parents of children registered for 
entrance in first grade in September . The parents were 
asked if any would be interested in forming a group to work 
with the teacher in a new way that would give them personal 
contact with the education of their children during their 
first year in school . 
'rhe results were good . Of the fifteen parents who 
came to the August meeting twelve took over various parts of 
the project in the following order: 
1. Eight people volunteered to carry on the aspects 
of the project having to do with organization and 
structuring . 
2 . Four people volunteered to work on a telephone 
notification committee and to take care of any 
other communication necessary . 
) . A dual aim was adopted involving {a) parent educa-
tion and (b) parental participation in the school 
program as resource personnel . 
4 . A meeting schedule was set up--roughlyy three 
lecture meetings during the school year plus 
individual parent conferences . 
) . The progress of the group was reported to the 
administration by the communications committee . 
Septemb~r 
All of the above had been completed by September . 
5) 
The parents of all of the children in the class had been 
1nv1 ted to the September meet~.ng. All but three parents 
were in attendance. Leadership of the meeting moved from 
the teacher to one of the parents . The 9arent leader out-
lined the purpose of the meeting--to give parents a chance 
to understand more of what went on at school and to invite 
parents to participate in classroom activities. Every 
parent had a chance to participate by contributing his own 
ideas . The atmosphere gradually changed from mild interest 
to active participation. However , individual comments, sug-
gestions, and questions were often indicative of individual 
need , rather than group problem solving . 
Grad~ally the remarks changed into questions about 
specific things the parents wanted to know • . It was then 
decided by vote that the group would meet again in October 
to study behavior patterns of fi~st grade children as these 
involved the "readine ss" program in progress during the 
school day . It was generally agreed that suo\1 a <'liscussion 
would help prepare parents for the first parent-teacher 




Twenty-two parents were present . At this meeting the 
following resource persons were on hand to talk to the 
parents about the application of their own fields to the 
problem of "readiness: 11 
1 . The school psychologist (psychological readiness) . 
2 . The school nurse (physical readiness) . 
3 . The curriculum supervisor (curricular expectations) . 
4. The classroom teacher (demonstration of methods 
employed to coordinate these facets of readiness 
into a solid foundation for the school experience 
for first grade children ) . 
Each resource person was alloted ten minutes, after which 
parents t.-Jere free to ask questiOl'lS or make comments . The 
atmosphere gradually changed from one of general interest to 
apathy. Only four questions were asked during the evening, 
and no comments were made . 
At the close of the meeting the parents were reminded 
that there would be individual conferences with the teacher 
in November . '11he meeting was formally dismissed . 
November 
The discusston during the conference with each parent 
was structured as follows: 
1 . Academic achievem~nt . 
2 . Progress in learning study hab1ts . 
) . Soc i al adjustment at school . 
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In addition , pertinent articles of interest to first 
grade parents had been posted on the bulletin board; sug-
gested books on child development were available for inspec-
tion; extra conference time was scheduled for each conference, 
during which the parent was encouraged to ask for any help in 
reviewing any of the information given during the October 
parent lecture meeting. Questions reverted to the same three 
always asked: 
1 . Is my child getting along all right in his school 
work , and how does he compare with others in the 
class? 
2 . Does my child get along with other people? 
3 . How can I help my child? 
Every child ' s parent came for the scheduled conference 
and generally showed more freedom than previously in talking 
to the teacher . 
Januaa 
Eighteen parents came for the lecture meeting on 
"grading . 11 The school principal talked on the local use and 
meaning of ••grades . " He exulained ~.rhy the local school 
district d es not give formal marks to first grade children 
until the third quarter of the first year. The classroom 
teacher explained, through exhibits and demonstrations, how 
she would arrive at "grades" for the ooming third quarter . 
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Those parents in attendance responded with attention 
and questions . One parent asked to see the formal report 
card that would be used . The cards were passed out and the 
remainder of the meeting was taken up with a discussion of 
the meaning of the various parts of the card . The school 
principal acted as leader during the last part of the meeting . 
April 
The second parent-teacher conference period of the 
year was sc~eduled for the third week in April . Because so 
many parents were interested and had asked at every confer-
ence how their own children compared with others and how they 
got along with others, the investigator happened upon the 
idea of having small group conferences . After having so 
many meetings with the narents , and after corning to know 
them so much better , it did not seem reasonable to the 
investigator that so many inquiries about comparisons of 
children could stern from idle curiosity . These questions 
might come from a sense of i nsecurity or even of anxiety . 
With this in mind the investigator set up the conferences 
in small grouus . 
Each group had five to seven mothers in it. The 
members of each group were mothers whose children were work-
ing on t he same kinds of things during the school day . Each 
group came on one special day after school . The mothers were 
told tha t the group conference would probably last about an 
hour a nd a half . 
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The atmosphere at these group conferences was very 
different than at any other kind of meeting or conference . 
Coffee and. cookies t'lere available . JVJ.others sat around talk-
ing about their children, family activities , and other 
informal topics . Finally report cards were passed out and the 
teacher showed how the formal marks fitted in with what the 
children were doing at school . Mother s in groups whose 
children were high or average achievers smiled and looked at 
all the cards, made some comments, and went home. f'1others 
in groups whose children were low achievers looked at each 
other and then at the teacher and then asked a very meaning-
ful question; 1"8h~ .QAn ~ g..Q. jjQ ~ ~?11 These mothers 
then began to tallc with the teacher about ways to help each 
other . Teacher-mother plans for these low achievers covered 
these areas : 
1 . Private tutoring in reading after school and 
during the summer . 
2 . Teacher directed parent-teaching in writing . 
) . Plans for children to attend summer school . 
L~. Cha.ngr> of play companions . 
5. Family outings for extension of child experiences . 
6 . How to help a child who has bossy older brothers 
and sisters in the home . 
7 . How to help a child t-rhose grandparents or other 
adult rela tives live in the home . 
8 . Plans for some children who might profitably 
remain in the first grade another year--usually 
because of immaturity . 
March Tnrough ~ 
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In line 't'li th our second goal, providing parents as 
classroom resource pers onnel, seven mothers volunteered to 
come to school and help in the classroom . Mothers helped 
with activities that were of special interest to themselves . 
These aotivi ties included nature stt.tdy, folk dancing, kite 
flying , music, crafts, and art . The children enjoyed having 
their mothers come to school t o work . The mothers enjoyed it 
too . The last activity of this sort occurred in May. The 
mother in question directed the class as the children made 
paper mache trays for Mothers ' Day gifts . The communications 
committee was working all during this period . 
At the close of school the following plans for low 
achievers were made in teacher-parent conferences . Two 
children were given tea cher-planned reviews for summer work 
in rea ding and writing. The mothers were to carr y out the 
plans . Four children were to attend the summer school con-
ducted by the local school administrat1.on. One child was to 
continue private tutoring in reading. Two children were to 
repeat the first grade . 
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There were five parental inquiries concerning con-
tinuation of the parent study meetings . There was also an 
inquiry from a l ocal school board member whether or not the 
parent educati on program ·Nould resume in the fal l . 
III . DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF THE PARENT EDUCt TION PROGRAM 
Analysis of the anecdotal record given above has been 
divided into three parts for clarity . These parts are (1) 
parent interest in the urogram , (2 ) parent participation 1n 
the program; and ( J ) the broadening content of -the teacher-
parent conferences . 
Parent Interest 
The changing rate of parent responsiveness during 
meetings a~ shown in the anecdotal record may be seen in the 
following figure . 
AL4a . .5e!>t". Oc.t. Nov. JQn . M .. - Mov ·~ J 
Q) 
i v c ' <lJ 0 \.. "' i g~ · ~ .:! Q) t) t: Q) 1: <) 0 t.. 0 t. ;~ ·c t :l \,) :s J 
' ·J ~ a. 't ~~ ~ <f I ~ qJ n: _, 1- .J c.,: ~ ·----High 
Int.erest -
Mild I Inter.est I 
Low / / Int1u::~e:t 
Anathv v / 
FIGURE 4 
FLUCTUATION OF PARENT INTEREST 
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It is to be noted that the most abrupt falling off of 
interest occurred durlni the lecture meetings . Interest 
apparently was highest during planning or orientation. meet-
ings, where there was much participation, and during the 
1 small group conferences when full partici pation took place . 
The only time the interest apparently rose during meetings 
was in the course of the small group conferences . 2 At this 
point the nvestigator turned to the new field of group 
dynamics to try to find reasons for this changing nattern of 
interest . 
Further analysts of findings shot"'S that poor results 
are achteved by administrators or teachers who try to decide 
what the public, or -parents in this case , ought to know and 
then try to "tell" this informat1.on to a captive audience by 
the lecture method . 3 Bradford and others show that full 
participation in small group activity contributes to the 
learning of new skills in human relations . 11 '1'he exchange in 
a family-like situation under the guidance of a sympathetic , 
approving, and accepting adult is the basis of the educative 
1
Dorothea F. Sullivan (ed . ) , Beadings~ Grgijp ~ 
(New York: Associa tion Press , 1952), p . 189 . 
2Charles G. McCormick, "Group Work Versus Group 
Therapy , n 1.l:l.e. GrQIJ'Q t Vol. VI, No . R 9 May, 1944, c j, ted by 
Dorothea F . Sullivan , Rradini's ..1..n Grotap l'Lru:k (New York: 
Association Press, 1952 , p . 179 . 
3veron.ica Casey and Stephen Corey, "Parents and Teacher•s 
Practice Action Rese ' rch to Cope with Mutua l Probl
0
ems ," Educ§.- -v/ 
tional Administratign .a...nd ~. )8:333-41, ctober, 1952. 
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,.4 process,· and can account for- the upsurge of interest in 
the small group conferences . 
Parept Participation 
The fluctuation in the rate of parent participation 
can also be traced through t1e anecdot al record. Both indi-
vidual and group participation reached its lowest point 
during the lecture meetings . .5 Lm<J indiv:tdual participation 
at the first of the year can be ascribed to the fact that 
the first two meetings were planning and orientation meet-
ings , with only group particination needed . 'I'l1e high pro-
ductivity ancJ group particjpation in the first tl'lO meetings 
described at the beginning of thi s chapter can be a.ttributed 
to the cooperative activities in which the parents were 
involved . 11 Greater group or organizational productivity may 
be expected when the members or subunits are cooperative 
rather than competitive in their 1nterrelat1onships.'' 6 Lo'il 
4 
Donald. Nylen and Leland P . Bradford, "1tle Can vl ork ..; 
Together," NEA Journal , 37=436-38 , October, 1948 . 
5Dorwin Cartwright, 11 Achieving Change in People: Some 
Applications of Group Dynamics 'I'heory , 11 Human !leJ atlons , 
l.t:)Bl-92, November , 1951 . 11 In fact, it is no exaggeration to 
say tha t all of tht. research and experience of generations 
has act improved the efficiency of lectures or other means 
of mass influence to any noticeable degree . " 
6Dorw1n Cartwright and Alvin Zander (eds .), Group 
Dyna,mj Q§: Rerearcb s;mCL Theory (Evanston : How, Peterson and 
Company, 1962 , p . 447 . 
group paroticj_pation between October and January m:i.ght be 
ascribed to the authoritar ian structuring of the October 
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meeting, but it 1s more probable that the high individual 
participation during the conferences in November met the 
personal needs of the parents . A. Paul Hare continues, "The 
ind.ividual must usually satisfy his own need.s and reach his ;/ 
own goal before he is willing to give time to the group . "? 
It may also be noted that in the small group situation both 
group and individual participation reached the highest 
8 point . 
QQnf~renQ~ Pontent 
The growing ed.ucat1 ve content of t eacher-pa1•ent con-
ferences during the year can also be witnessed in the anec-
dotal record and observed in Figure ) . 
The information in Figure 5 is important for three 
reasons . First , the structure has moved from authoritarian 
to democratic . 9 Second , the content of the conference has 
moved from a listing of child achievement to the discussi on 
10 
of how to assist the growth of the whole chi+d. Third , a 
7 A. Paul Hare , Handbook Q( Small GrouD Rt~~arch (New 
York: The Free Press of Glencoe , 1962), p . 22 . 
8 
McCormick, J.Q.:G. ~. 
9Hare, QQ.. ru...:t_ . , p . 309, "In educational sett ings 
. • . the democratic style is usually foun to produce the 
most effective group . " 
10 
Brother Ph111p, F. s . c ., .QD. • .Q.J..:t. . , p . 278 . 
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-
Conference Structure Conference Content 
November Authoritarian Discuss ion of: 
Academic achievement . 
Study habits . 
Social adjustment at 
school . -
April Democratic Teacher demonstration of 
the meaning of the report 
cards . (H igh achievers ) 
Teacher-mother discussion 
of how to meet the needs 
of individual children. 
~LoJtat l2:Qble~s.U"'§!J 
June Democratic Mutual agreement11 between 
teacher and p..~rent on 
summer plans for the 
development of iudividual 
children 
FIGURE 5 
CHANGING CONTEN11 OF TEACHER-PARENT CONFERENCES 
new 11 mutuality 11 has entered the relationship . By the June 
confe:r·ence 1 t could be clearly seen that neither the tEH:~cher 
nor the parent 0ould carry the educational responsibility 
alone . It would appear tnat tensions between the home and 
the school should be eliminated in the interest of the 
ch11d . 12 
11 Stuart Chase and Marian Tyler Chase , Road~~ A~rea-
rruw.t. (New Yorkt Harper and Brothers , 1951) . Chapter VI has 
a very good present at ion of the use of •t consensus . 11 
12 Louis Kaplan, 11 Tens1ons in Parent-'l,eacher Relation-
ships , " llim~ntary School Journal , 51 :190-95 , December , 1950 . 
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IV . EVALUN1'1 ON AND CONCLUSIONS FROt1 'I'HE 
SECOND YEAR OF EXPLORATION 
'rhe following evaluation is in line with ·the new goal 
set at the end of the Year I Study . 
The revised goal was to answer the following question . 
Will a Parent Educ ~ tion Program contribute the guidance ele-
ment needed in the teacher-parent conference to produce a 
"dynamic extension" of the teaching act? The "Parent Educa-
tion .Progr: m" consisted of study (lectures and classroom 
participation as resource personnel), with the application 
of the infor·m3ti on gained (at home, if the parent was able 
to apoly the formally obtained information) . This provided 
a background for the teacher-Darent conference . 
As far as the lecture method of instruction goes, it 
seems quite clear that very little interest or learning 
resulted . Over two hundred years ago John Locke set forth 
the doctrine that all knowledge comes through the senses . 
Dewey qualified th s somewhat when he said, ltVJhilst part of 
t'lhat we perceive comes thr ugh our senses fr-om the objec·t 
before us, another part (and it may be the larger) always 
comes out of our heads . nlJ Therefore, the lecture method 
is unsatisfactory in working with parents for the following 
reasons: 
lJ,John Dewey, Democracy .1n Educat1on (New York: The 
Macmillan Company , 1916) . 
1 . It is too passive with no opportunity tp learn 
by doing . 
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2 . The lecture cannot be adapted to many indi v1duals 
whose experience, capabilities and needs are 
dtverse . 
3. Motivation, practice, and reinforcement are lack-
ing. Each ar~ of prime tmportan.ce to the learn-
ing process . l~ 
The Parent ~ducation Program as worked out in the second year 
of exploration did not reach its goal . 
Nor did the tee.chrar-parent conference program help as 
long as it remained a vehicle for reporting pupil progress 
to the parent . Tv'fhen the group conference tA~as lntroduced in 
April , however, parents began to learn. Why was that? 
Katharine Taylor says that tee.chers should not try to .:t.sUl. 
parents what is wrong, but that both together should search 
for the answers . 15 Ojema:nn16 continues by saying that we 
need more cUrect talks with parents and that the rna terial 
talked about should aim to maintain good attitudes or to 
correct poor r ttitudes . 1? Casey and Corey suggest that 
there should. be no sharp line between the home and the 
14 
Goodwin Watson, 'r\tJhat Do vJe Know About Learn1ng? 11 
NEA Journal , LIII (!"'larch 1963) . 
15 Katharine w. rraylor' II It Takes Both Home and v' 
School, " Childhood fu)JJ,catiQD , 22 :80-86,0ctober 1 1945 . 
16 \/ 
Ralph H. Ojernann, Personal.ln Adjustmem . .Qt.. lnd.l..-
vidual Children (vJa.shington, D. C.: National Education 
Association , 1954). 
17casey and Corey, .Qll • .Q.1.i . , p . 337. 
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school , and the t~ay to approach such a plan is by the use of 
group dynamic practices in small f a ce-to-face groups . From 
this clear statement of the case for the small face-to-face 
group lea rning situation, it seems tha t the second year or 
explora tion has found the beginning of the direction to take 
for good parent education . 
V. CONC1JUSI ONS DB.Ah!N AT THE END OF' THE YEAR II STUDY 
At the end of the second year of exploration it was 
possible to say that parent education is a:n important additive 
in the teacher-parent relationship . However, not all types 
of parent education are equally usable . The second year ' s 
exploration pointed to the >ossib111ty of us1ng small face-
to-face groups . Group dynamics principles appear to be 
applicable . l''urthermore , it was not a "dynamic extension" 
of the teaching act that needed to be found, but rather• a 
"mutuality11 in the rela tionship of teachers and parents . 18 
As the exploration turned to the th t rd year , two new questions 
were found . 
1 . How can group dynamics practices be used to pro-
mote effective home-school relations? 
2 . Will group dynamics practices be useful in 
developing a "mutuality" in the teacher-parent 
relationship? 
18'raylor , .QJl . .ru..t_. , pp . 8.5-86 . 
CHAPTER V 
USES OF GROUP PROCESS IN THE TEACHER-PARENT REL~TIONSHIP 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Chapter V describes the use of group dynamics as a 
means of furthering not only the t;eacher-parent relation-
ship , but also a means of using the result of that relation-
ship in the life of the ch j ld . 
Before the actual descr~ption of the Year III Study 
i t may be of interest to review the very brief history and 
current trends in the study of groups, and to attempt to 
orient the present study within this special field . 
II . HlSTORY OF THE GROUP DYNAMICS MOVEMENT 
Growtl-- vf '.:.1terest 1n the teacher-parent interview 
movement foreshadowed the early study of groups . However , a 
number of other factors were the true stimuli for the new 
and separate field that we now call Group Dynamics . The con-
tributing factors are discussed by Cartwright and Zander . 
11 There was a fundamental conv let ton ( in the sup·oorti ve 
society ) that in a democracy human nature and society can be 
deliberately improved by educa tion , religion , legislation , 
11 and hard work . ' Technology and administrative practices 
1 Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander, Gro1,a.~ Dynamics: 
Researcn and Theo!~ (second edition; Evanston: Row, Peterson 
and Company, 1960 , . • 10 . 
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were also supportive . Slowly the use of research as a means 
of solving social problems had been accepted . The "inter-
disciplinary" and 11 multiprofessional" nature of group 
dynamics relies upon advanced work in social welfare , group 
psychotherapy, education , adm i nistration, and other allied 
fields . These allied fields began to use the methods of 
science in group study. "Group dynamics could have hardly 
come into existence before the belief had taken root that 
empirical research can be conducted on groups of people . 
2 that laws governing group life can be d1scovered . 11 
.. . 
J ust before the beginning of World i1ar II a group of 
research projects in the field of social science were under-
taken . These projects a l l had the characteristics tha.t are 
now commonly thought of in connec·l;ion with group dynamics . 
In 19)6 Sher1r3 published his findings concerning a system-
atic but theoretical analysis of ttsocial norm. '1 In the 
4 
years 1935-39 Newcomb studied the same general problem , but 
in a natural , rather than a laboratory setting . The year 
1937 saw the beginning of Whyte ' s5 study of street corner 
2 
I.l:U..d. , p . 16 . 
3M . Sherif , ~Psychology Qt Social Norms (New York: 
Harper and Brothers , 1936 ) . 
4 
'I' . M, Newcomb , Persouality i!.rJJ1 SQpi,al Qbans;e. (New 
York: Dryden Company , 19L~3 ) . 
5w. F. Whyte, Jr. , StreSJt. Cornex: Society {Chfucago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1943) . 
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society. 6 Lew1n , Lippitt , and White in 1937-40 conducted a 
study of group atmosphere and styles of leadership . 
The name Kurt Lewin was of great importance in the 
development of group dynamics . He was one of the Berlin 
Gestalt group who came to America . His work in socio-
psychological interrelationships started. inves·tiigations at 
the University of Iowa . In 19'-t5 Lewin moved to the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology where he founded the Research 
Center for Group Dynamics. Lewin Nas responsible for the 
concept of laboratory methods of training . In the summer of 
1947 the group of scientists from the Research Center col-
laborated 1.-.ri th the Department of Adult Education , National 
Education Association , to form the National Training Labora-
tory at Bethel, Maine . The Human Relations and Morale Divi-
sion of the u. s. Office of Naval Research also worked with 
these scientists . In 1950 , and subsequent to Lewin ' s death , 
the Research Center was ~oved from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology to the University of Michigan as a 
part of the Institute for Social Research, and was placed 
under the direction of Dorwin Cartwright. The Institute for 
Social Research publishes the journal Human Relat1Qns 
cooperatively with the Tav1stock Institute in England . 
6 
K. Lewin , R. Lippitt , and R. \11hite , "Patterns of 
Aggressive Behavior in Experimentally Created Social Climates," 
~Iourpal Q.!. SQcia~ Psychologz, 10:271-99, May, 1939. 
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A. Paul Hare , 1n his recently published book , Handbook 
ru:.. sma.ll Group Ro.segrcn,7 gives some interesting information 
on the rapid growth of the study of group dynamics: 
The subheading "sociometry" was first used in the 
~ Abstract§ in 1940 •••• Next , the sub-
heading "group dynamics" was introduced in 194.5 . • • • 
Finally , the subheading 11 small group" appeared in 19.50 . 
So far as is known , the first seminar carrying the 
t i tle "small groups" was taught by Bales at Harvard in 
1946 . At that time the two major developments in the 
field were the sociometric movement of Moreno and the 
theory and practice of group dynamics carried on by 
J~win and his followers . 
The growth of the field is also reflected in the 
increasing frequency w1 th wht oh articles relevant to 
the study of small groups were published between 1900 
and 19.54 when the first oompre hen.si ve bibliography ot• 










NUMBEH OF SEPARATE BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES
8 
TO 
SMALL GROUP STUDIES: 1890 THROUGH 1953 
Number of Years Items Items Per 
10 .5 .; 
10 1.5 1 .5 
10 lJ 1 . 3 
10 112 11 . 2 
10 210 21 . 0 
5 156 31 . 2 
5 276 55 . 2 
4 610 152 . 5 
III . DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Year 
Gz:ou.J2 Dy:namics. 
Cartwright and Zander give the following definition; 
7 
A . Paul Hare, Hand,book ru:, Small Qr.Q1Ul Reaear•ch (New 
York: The Free Press of Glencoe , 1962), preface . 
8 
IlU..d. 
Group dyna.m1oe 1s a field of inquiry dedicated to 
advancing knowledge about the nature of groups , the 
lal<'JS of their development, and 'their 1nterrelat1 ons 
with individuals ; other groups , and larger 1nst1tu-
t1ons . '7 
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Of interest to the student of group dynami cs is the 
listing of 11 program areas" for study at the Research Center 
at the University of Michigan: 
Groq~ 
1 . Group productivity . 
2 . Communication and the spread of influence . 
) . Social perception . 
4 . Intergroup relations • 
.5 . Group membership and individual adjustment .. 
6 . Training leaders and i mproving group functioning . 
?. Developm!gt of conceptual and methodological 
tests . 
By the word 11 group" is meant several people work i ng 
together in a face-to-face situation. It means further that 
these people are working together on a task that requires 
their cooperat1on. 11 
Many authorities further agree that groups function 
in one of three situations: 
9 Cartwright and Zander , ~ . ~. , p . 9. 
10 William C. Trow , "Gro lP Processes , 11 EncyclQpedil! .Q!. 
Eguca.ti orm..l. Rj;;earch (third edi M. on; New York: The Macmillan 
Company , 1960 , pp . 602-10 . 
11Matthew B. Miles , L~rnlni ~ ~ 1n Qroups (New 
'Yorm: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College , Columbia 
University , 1959 ), p . ) . 
1 . Action or labor groups working with supervisors 
on assigned work changes . 
2 . Pressure groups working for increased power for 
themselves or for the 1r members . 
) . Problem-solving groups making plans for others. 
Groqp Process 
The term .- group process , refers to the idea that 
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something within the group is changing over a period of 
time . 12 It refers to~ within the group changes , and how 
the change occurs . Certain components are basic to all 
11 group process . 11 
The goal or task of the group must be. agreed on ; this 
is a process and t akes time. Members must exchange 
ideas understandably through the proce ~s of commun1ca-
tjon . A process of systematic problem solving and deci-
sion making must take place, or the g l'OUP discussion 
will waste time . Group members must develop reasonably 
harmonious relationships with each other through the 
processes of getting acquainted and developing mutual 
support . Group processes are thus goi ng on all the 
time, ll.Q.i just when the leader decides to 11 use the 
group process . 11 13 
Sl)ecific Meanimi· f.Qr. .tb.(t Teacher 
Group dynamics has special meaning for the teacher in 
reference to the foregoing def1n1 t1 on.s. The significance 
lies 1n two areas: 
12 
Dorothea F . Sullivan , "Let X= Group Work ," Read1ngs 
1n Group ~. Dorothea Sullivan, editor (New York: Associa-
tion Press , 1952) . Chapter XV contains a useful discussion 
of the whole subject . 
13 r1iles , ..QD. • .Q.lt.., r) , ) . 
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1 . Understanding the role of the teacher--a therapist , 
as it applies to group process only (not as a 
replacement for psychotherapy as a psychiatrist 
would practice it for individuals ), as a designer 
of democratic action within the group , and as an 
instructor in subject areas related to group goals . 
2 . Training other individuals to be (a) effective 
group memb~rs or (b) leaders of other groups--
students for leaders in student group acti()n , and 
adults for leaders in family or community groups . 
IV . ORIENTATION OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
Group dynamj.os has many confusing aspects . This 1s 
only natural since the study is comparat ively new , thirty 
years . It takes time to collect data , to verify them , and 
to organize this information into theories . Problem solving 
is time consuming. Hare, in his 1962 publication, 14 lists 
four conceptual schemes under study, fourteen theQretical 
oateaories under investigation , and thirteen collections of 
articles bearing on group dynam1ca . 15 The following state-
ment by Hare adds to the confusion, but shows the fluidity 
of the entire field up to the present time. 11 I have only 
14 
Hare,~ . ~., preface . 
15 l:b.l.d. • p . 3 . 
begun the task of abstracting from this mass of research a 
single theoretical formulat1on . "16 
The investigator has chosen to use the 'tfuncti onal 
17 approach" of Matthew B. Miles , Associate Professor of 
Education, Teachers College , Columbia University . This 
approach allows the use of group process during the study 
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to be described shortly, and provides working guides for 
progress beginning almost immediately . The investigator 
also felt that the returns in probl em solving skill would be 
of more use to group members than with any other approach . 
In reference to the definitlons of terms in the pre-
ceeding section, the group in this study was a "problem-
solving11 gro ·1p , working in "program area" number six above--
training leaders and i mproving group functioning. The 
research study itself was classified as action research 
inasmuch as it follows the plan of action laid down by 
Thelen: 
Whenever a structure needs to be altered , there must 
be some reason why it has not already automatically 
changed and this ordinarily involves the notion of an 
obstacle that must be overcome. The obstacle must be 
diagnosed; plans for overcoming it must be laid, alterna-
tive s weighed , action taken and continuously tested as 
the process of change continues . This series of ~geps , 
when rigorously undertaken . is "action research . " 
16lhld., Preface . 
17Miles , ~. ~. ,Chap . I . 
18 Herbert A. Thelen, Dynamics Q! Group~~~ 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press , 1954), p . 245 . 
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V. YEAR III STUDY 
Those participating in the study were the parents of 
the thirty-one children in a firs t grade class in the public 
schools of Walnut Creek , California. Parents-and-teacher-
in-conference sought to answer this question: In what way 
can "group process" methods be used to promote effective 
home-school relations, and will "group process" itself 
produce a mutuality in the teacher- 0arent relationship? 
The following is an anecdotal record tracing the pro-
cedure and progress of the study in "group process" carr ied 
on during the 1962 - 63 school year . 
In September the parents involved were invited to 
meet togethe r with the teacher to discuss mutual goals for 
the year. These goals emerged as follows: 
Teacher goals--Instruction of first grade in the 
academic skills and in other curricu-
lar areas, functional instruction in 
mental health as a medium for practic-
ing preventive guidance, the introduc-
tion of herself to the class members 
as a parent surrogate , instructor, and 
friend (with all the dyna~ics of 
security involved) , the seeking of ways 
to bring parents into the school situa-
tion, and to fuse t eacher and parents 
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into a single teaching leader role in 
a unified home - school milieu . 
Parent goals---To keep the child well and in school , 
to assist the teacher in her instruc-
t1onal aims , to learn more about child 
development as it occurs during the 
year the child spends in school , and to 
understand and improve the parental 
role . 
As these two sets of goals were written down on the 
blackboard it became increasingly evident to all that neither 
teacher nor parent would be able to achieve his own goals 
without the active participation of the other . A feeling 
of ~ mutuality Qt ~oale emerged . 
The next topic of interaction was teaching . Who 
teaches? What does one teach? When is a child ready to 
learn? How does a person teach children? Do parents and 
teachers teach the same way? The following points were 
brought out . 
Teaching is--Showing someone how to do something he 
wants to learn, giving him a chance to 
practice the new skill , giving praise or 
correction as it is needed , and showing 
how to use the new sf111 1n some person-
ally satisfying way . 9 
19 
Goodwin Hatson , "What Do We Know About Learning?" 
NEA Journal , LII (~~rch , 1963) , 20- 22 . 
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Teachers are--Parents and other family members , 
school teachers and other adults the 
child meets, other children , a variety 
of sensory representations with which 
the young child comes in contact . 20 
Why teach?--- -It 1s not sensible or safe to imagine 
that the child will grow up to know all 
that the American society requires of 
him. We need to teach many things to 
insure the child of the best chance 
possible to have a good 11fe . 21 
As such ideas22 were written on the board it became 
evident that tea.ching goes on all the time. In view of the 
fact that a young child is with either his parents or his 
school teacher most a feeling of .t.he. mutualit~ .Q!. .t.tw. teacn-
~~emerged . 
In closing the first meeting it was agreed that ~ 
mutuality Qt helpfulness could best be worked out in smaller 
groups with two to ten members over the next two months . 
The goal of these smaller group meetings was to be found in 
the group goals listed above and in ..:tb.e.. mutu.al1ty .Q!. und.er-
stand1n&23 as applied to group members and child achievement 
in relation to these goals . 
20Gertrude Noar {ed . ) , Current Problems 1n Human~­
tiona Educatton (New York: Anti-Defamation League of B' nai 
B' rith , 1955 . "We need education-centered communlties" is 
the theme of this 70 page book . 
21 of . Chap . I . 
22 Celia B. Standler , "Social Class E'1fferencas in 
Parental Attitudes Toward School at Grade 1 Level,n Cn1ld 
D~yelopment, 22 =37-46, March , 1951 . 
23Harry Overstreet and Bonaro Overstreet, 1ha tl1nd 
~ ~~--~ ~ Qt Understandin& (New York: W. w. 
Norton and Company, 1956) . 
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From the initial meeting the group had formed a plan 
of action for the early part of the school year , had agreed 
upon immediate goals, and had begun to understand the need 
and extent of the mutuality of the teacher-parent relation-
ship . 
By the middle of the year, and subsequent to many 
small group meetings, many parents evidenced a feeling of 
need to know more about the school life of the child. A 
poll was taken of interest areas . (See Appendices C and D. ) 
As a result the following three month plan of action was 
initiated . 
VI . VISITING PROGRAM 
During the month of March parents were invited to sit 
24 in on the school day as often and as long as they wished . 
Baby-sitters were furnished for mothers of preschool children. 
Every mother had a program of the school day to put on her 
hom~ bulletin board. On this program were marke~ the days 
and times when her own child \110uld probably be P•'- ~nt1c1pat1ng 
in some special way . The schedule for this program is given 
in Appendix E. Other exhibits attendant upon the program 
are listed in Appendices F and G. The only request made of 
24Edi th r1 . Erb , et a.l ., "Parent Observe.tion of Class -
room Activitie s , " Ch1ldhQQd Educa tion , 14:157-59 , December, 
1937 . 
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parents who participated in the Visiting Program was that 
each make a visitor ' s contribution every time she visited . 
The form of the contribution was a written anonymous state-
ment , question, comment, or suggestion which was to he 
deposited upon leaving in a Visitors ' Contributton Box. A 
copy of this form may be seen in Appendix H. The importance 
of this contribution lay in the internalizing effect it had 
during the experience of visiting, and in its personalizing 
effect upon ~ mutuality Qt plann1ni for the Workshop 
Program to follow . 
The Visiting Program was designed to meet the indi-
vidual needs of the visitors. The teacher ' s plans fol'• meet-
ing these needs a re listed below . 
1 . The need to see the child in action in the school 
setting . (Visitation during class sessions and 
during recess . ) 
2 . The need of more security in the parental and 
-· . 2.5 parent-as-teacher roles . (A by-product of 
small group action and visitation .. ) 
) . The need to have a part in the school world of 
the child . (Visitor Contribution Slips and 
participation in the subsequent Workshop Program . ) 
2.5Freder1ck t1a.yer, "Parents as Teachers," fb.1. Delta 
Kappan, 41:216-19, February, 1960 . 
4 . The need for further knowledge about child 
development and the role of parent-as-teacher . 
(Parents • bulletin board exhibits for perusal , 
book exhibits giving information on relevant 
subjects , a~~ the small group sessions to be 
condueted during the \'iorkshop Program . ) 
Tabulated attendance reached the 60 per cent level . 
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Causes of absence were personal illness , illness 1n the 
family, and working mothers. In only two instances did the 
teacher feel that lack of interest was the basis for absence . 
VII . WORKSHOP PROGRAM 
Over one hundred Visitor ' s Contr1but1on Slips were 
collected during the three weeks of the Visiting Program . 
Suggestions , questions , and comments were studied and tabu-
lated for use in setting up the Workshop Program which fol -
lowed during the last week of March. As a result of the 
tabula tion , the five topics most chosen by visitors were 
scheduled. The program for the week follows . 
Monday--- 11 Fam1ly and School Teamwork . 11 (How teachers 
and parents could help each other achieve 
the goals mutually agreed upon earlier in 
the year . Training of parents for leader-
ship 1n family and community groups was 
included . ) 
'i'uesday----"He Acts His Age . " (Understanding and 
prov1d1ng for the several patterns of 
immaturity . ) 
itledr1esda.y--nDon ' t Get Angry . " (Emotional problems 
of early childhood . ) 
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Thursday---"Manners and Morals . " (Character develop-
ment in early childhood . ) 
Friday-----"Mental Health . " 
The order of each workshop day follows . 
1 . Choice of a recorder for all interaction. 
2 . Film presentation as an introduction of the 
subject of the day . 26 
) . Discussion of the film goals and how they apply 
to our mutual situation . 
4 . Interaction on etther the subject of the day or 
on any phase of group process . 
5, Summing up of our mutual agreements . 
6. Sending out the recorder ' s report to all parents 
every day . 
Arrangements Tflere rrade for parents to have lunch in . 
the school cafeteria if they wished and for baby-sitters if 
that service was needed for parents of preschool children. 
26All the films ased were obtained from the Contra 
Costa County Audio-Visual Center , Office of the County Super-
intendent of Schools, Pleasant Hill , California . 
A copy of the letter sent to all parents is included. in 
Appendix I . Attendance was tabulated and again reaahed 60 
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per cent of the entire group . The same reasons for absence 
were noted as before--personal or family illness , and working 
mothers . The recorder reports of the daily workshops 
follow . 27 
Tice Valley School 
Room 10 (For Workshop ) 
RECORDER ' S REPORT OF THE FIRST WORKSHOP SESSION 
fllonday, March 25 , 196J--1Mt1ILY AJ:.m SCHOGL TEAI1\-IORK 
After the show1.ng of the film, 11 Fam1ly Teamwork , 11 
interaction between group members brought out t he following 
ideas : 
l r Young children learn through interpersonal rela-
tionships . 
2 . Young children l earn by imitating . 
3. Children easily see through hypocrisy . 
4. They are subject to suggestibility . 
5. Parents "condition" learning for young children. 
6. Learning and child needs are related . 
? . Some of these needs are: 
a. Physical care . 
b . Love and secur1ty . 28 
c . Understanding, by the parent, of the various 
aspects of child growth . · 
d . Adapting this understanding to "life with the 
child , 11 
27Footnotes on the pages of Workshop Recorder ' s Reports 
were added during the writing of the study to give added 
clarity and. to show the reader the effectivenf;ss of "group 
process" during workshop sessions . 
28Dan1el A. Prescott, "Role of Love in Preschool Eauca-




At ~--the young child le~rns attitudes , man-
ners, and morals . 2 ~ (Interaction on ~ 
these are taught at home . ) 
a . Responsibility . 
b . Individuality . 
c . Atti tud.es toward others . 
d . Ways tQ grow away from babyhood . 
1ha SchoolJO __ a . Extends the learning started at 
home . 
b. Teaches the skills of· learning . 
c . Introduces democratic living by 
extending the numbers of people 
the child works with, and by 
introducing the child to the 
world of work as well as of 
play . 
He just touched on the subject of "When We Need 
Help . tt This topic will come up again on 
Wednesday . 
DO C0f1E Tot10RROW when we will be discussing the different 
types of immaturity . 
Tioe Valley School 
Boom 10 (For Workshop ) 
RECORDER ' S REPORT OF THE SECOND WORKSHOP SESSION 
'ruesday, March 26 , 1963--"HE ACTS HIS AGE • 11 
After the :i.ntroductory film, "He Acts His Age ," we 
began to talk about why people act as they do. One of the 
main reasons , we found , that children act as they do is the 
uneven d.evelopment of the whole child. We used the word 
"1mmature 11 to denote a slow pattern of growth . Interaction 
on the word 11 1mmatur1ty" resulted in the following statement: 
vJe often see and recognize physical 1mmatur1 ty, but 
there are other types of immaturity that we do not 
notice as easily. These .are social immaturity, emo-
tional immaturity, mental immaturity . Teachers and 
parents are always comparing these growth patterns to 
the child ' s chronological age . 
29Adelyn f>targaret Hothol tz, "Methods f'or Improving ./ 
Parent-':reacher R.e~lationships," School Acj(,yitiea, 31:103-08 , 




From the above insights we came up with the following 
1 . We remember from yesterday ' s talks that: 
a . Children learn by imitating . 
b . They see through hypocrisy . 
c . They are subject to suggestability . 
d . Learning and child needs are related . 
2 . The needs of children grow out of their immaturities. 
We talked about needs as they are related to 
physicaL,~ social, and mental needs . (Emotional 
growth and need we are saving over until Wednes-
day . } 
3 . Understanding "readiness!! is a key to helping 
children .• 
LL Sophistication is not maturity. It means "done 
too soon . " 
5 . Under tanding how we as parents and teachers act 
will help us know why and how we can best help 
our children. 
6. We discussed Eric Berne •s31 theory of why we act 
as we do . 
? . Each person present promised to try to analyze 
her own actions in the light of the Berne 
theory for the next twenty-four hours . 
The film tomorrow is "Angry Boy . 11 It is a greatly 
talked about film . It will lead us into the discussion of 
emotional immaturity. DO TRY TO COME . 
Tioe Valley School 
Room 10 (For Workshop) 
RECORDER 1 S RE POHT OF THE THIRD VJORKSHOP SEs~· ION 
Wedn.esday. March 27, 196.3--"DON ' T GE.'T ANORY . 11 
Today , after seeing the film, 11 Angry Boy, 11 we con-
tinued the disaussion of types of immaturity in first grade 
child.ren. Today ' s discussion dealt especially w1 th emo-
tional immaturity . 
31 Eric Berne , Transactional An.§lysis 1n Psychotherapy 
(N~w York: Grove Press; Inc . , 1961) . 
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All behavior• is caused . 
These causes arise out of child needs ana3~he inter-personal relations with family members , adults 
and child friends, and later Nith the teacher . 
As adults we need to under.stand why and how ~ 
act . t-Ie need to see how children 11 see 11 us. 
Interaction brought out some new insights: 
1. \.Jhen too much is expected of the young child either 
because of his immaturity or because he misunder-
stands the facts , he needs help from the adults 
in his life or he 8Uffers emotional damage . 
2 , 'rhis help consists of a. s;lving, .Qf.. ou1:selyes to 
prcn•ide: 
a , Love (thought of as an activity . ) 
b . Acceptance . 
c . Sec ur1 ty . 
d . Protection . 
e . Independence . 
f . Faith . 
g . Guidance . 
h . Control. 
"'aterials from the local Mental Health Ass ociation 
explaining these needs were given out . 
3 . Feelings are rsal . 33 
4 . If children do not get help when they need it they 
may do one of the following: 
a . Give up . 
b . Refuse to grow up . 
c. Fight back in ways that are unaccentable . 
Theae three ways of acting often lead to trouble . 34 
5. If you need help ask your school, your doctor , 
your Mental Health Association {2363 Boulevard 
32,June Carpenter and P . Eisenberg , 11 Some l1.elations 
Between Family Background and Personality , 11 ~ .Q!. 
Psycholo~y, 6:115-36, February , 1938 . 
33camp, ~ . .Qti . "Nental maladjustment is the conse-
quence of ,.rhat the ind.ividual feels and sometimes thinks and 
the way he acts because of his personality make-up . 11 
34
Lynde C. Steckle , Problems of Huma_n Acl.Jus tmen~ (sec-
ond edition; New York: Harper and Brothers, 195?), p . 125 . 
6 . 
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Circle , w.c., Phone: 932-1500) , or The Parent 
Child Counseling Center, Orinda , or some other 
private counseling oenter . 
Your child is probably normal . It is we adults 
who misunderstand . 
WE WILL TRY FOH BETTER C0!'1MUNICATION IN THE FAMILY GROUP TO 
LEAD TO BETTER UNDERSTANDING. 
Tice Valley 3chool 
Room 10 (For Workshop) 
RECORDER ' S REP ORT OF THE FOURTH WORKSHOP SESSION 
Thursday, I"'arch 28 , 1963--" NANNEB.S AND NORALS . 11 
The. talk today was introduced by the film, 11 Cbara.cter 
Development . " The film brought out the idea that character 
is the "ttlay one "thinks, feels , and acts . " These three 
influence our way of medting life and show ones character.:.-
either good or bad . 
The interaction which followed the film brought out 





As children grow up changes in attitudes must take 
place . 35 Some of these are: 
a . Interests shift from self to others . 
b . Concern must broaden to include the needs and 
welfare of others . 
c . The child should gradually begin to know and 
to practice a different attitude toward 
things than toward people . 
What is right and what is wrong depends on the 
home and general environment into whlch the 
child is born . 
Children must learn to ~ things out--not ~ 
things out . 
Your own r e ligious faith or moral belief must be 
taught to your child so that be understands 
that he and his narents and his teache~ are all 
only a part of a · larger "whole" to which every-
one is responsible . (Interaction be came violent 
here because of different religious beliefs . ) 
35Roy E . Simpson, et al . , 11 Lea.rning Experlences in 
H ~ · uman Relati ons , " California _ipurnal .Qt Elernent.ID::.;l. Educatlon, 
27:211-30, May, 1959 . 
5. Many s tudies have shown that to really change 
attitud~ and
6
performance the following must 
t a ke place :3 
a . Discussion of what is right and wrong 1n a 
specific case . 
b . Voluntary decision to change . 
c . Practice of the new behavior . 
d . Reward for good results . 
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WE AGREED TO •rRY 'rHE METHOD SUGGE TED IN 
BEHAVIOR IN CH I LDRE N. 
ON UNACCEPTABLE 
Tomorrow is our last Workshop . We have had a fine 
~esponse . Do come tomorrow and join in the session on 
"MENTAL HEALTHn--what it is and how to achieve it . SAME 
TH'lE --5Ai'1E PLACE . 
Tice Valley School 
Room 10 (For Workshop) 
RECORDER 1 S REP CRT F'OR THE FIFTH WORKSHOP SES . .)l ON . 
March 29 , 1963--"MENTAL HEALTH. 11 
The topic, "Mental Health," was introduced with the 
film, "Emotional Health . " The interaction that f ollowed 
brought out the following informatton and ideas: 
1 . Mental health deals with the prevention of mental 
ills as we l l as ~'lith the treatment of them . 
2. Mental attitudes play a tremendous role in the 
life ofl a n individual . 
) . Mental ill health does not generally develop sud-
denly . 
4 . Parents ~nd teachers37 should recognize its symp-
toms nd know how to dea1 with them as a team . 
5. Mental 111 health symptoms are apparent 1n the 
three types of poor behavior ths.t we talked 
about 1.n l..Jorkshop Sess ion #') . (These types of 
questionable beha vior are: (a) giv j.ng up , (b) 
hangtng on to baby ways, a nd (c) f igh ting back 
in unacceptable ways . } 
36 Thelen , ~.~., p . 245 . 
J?Ra.lph H. Ojemann and Luella Fatland , "Parents and ~ 
'I'eachers as Partners ," Nat1opel Pa.rent-Tea .. ~, 40:20-23 , 
September, 194.5 . 
6. Treatment of the illnesses that these symptoms 
indicate consists of re-learning mental 
attitudes . 
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? . For help in how to change attitudes and behavior 
see the notes for Workshop Session #4 . 
8 . MPntal heal th consists of: 
a • . Being comfortable about yourself . 
b . Feeling right about others . 
c . Being able to me~t the demands of one ' s own 
every day 11fe . 38 
The response to our Visiting and Workshop Programs 
has ·been very f~.t , e . There ~ .:taiQ. fol1ow-..1.UUL that you may 
take advantage of if you wish : 
1. 
2. 
If you do not have your child ' s report card yet 
come in any day next week to get it . 
During the week of A~ril 15 to 19 I wjll be avail-
able in Room 2 from 1:45 on to answer questions 
about the report card, or about questions con-
cerning either the Visiting Program or the 
ttJorkshop Program material as they apply to you . 
LET US CON'l'INUE 'rO V.IORK TOGt.!/l'HER FOR THE SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS 
OF YOUR CHILD . 
VIII . GROUP CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
The final part of the program took place during early 
April when parents werP encouraged to drop in after school 
for group interaction on any part of the nast two months ' 
program, on any informational area covered in the Workshop 
Program, or on the two new roles for parents--oarent-as-
teacher and parent-as-group- leader . Over 95 per c~ent of the 
parents na.rticipatBd in one or more groups . Group sizes 
ranged from two to twenty-three . Topics for interaction in 
38t . Joseph Shoben, Jr . , " 'roward a Concept of Normal 
Personality," American ~vcbolog1st , 12:183- 89, April , 19.57 . 
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these groups apneared to be oriented toward individual goals 
rather than group goals . Group goals ap"9ear~d to have 
shifted from the arent group at school to the family group 
with parent leadersh p; from group goals to individual goals ; 
and from satisfactton of parent group needs to sat j.sfaction 
of family g roup needs . 
The overwhelming participation during the Group 
Conference Program ana the shift from parent-leader activity 
in training to the active parent-leader in the family group 
were evidence of the successful conclusion of the third year 
study . 
IX . SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THE YEAR III STUDY 
Hare says "interactive behavior is thus seen as a 
compromise between the needs of the individual and the demands 
of the situation . n39 Thus the dual nature of the third year 
study must be clearly understood before it can be evaluated .. 
Thelen further explains ; 
A group is influenced by and must take account of the 
laws of nature , the laws and customs of groups in the 
community , the unique way of life of the group itself , 
and the meanings and needs of 1 ts individual members . 
This is a highly complex process and it requires con-
tinuous awareness of the relationships between achieve-
ment and process problems . 40 
39 Hare,-~ · ~. , p . 21 . 
40Thelen, ~. ~. , p . 262 . 
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Group dynamics experts agree that an individual has 
four interrelated needs in every group he belongs to . 41 The 
following graphically illustrates the relationship of these 
needs . 42 
Group Ac ti vi ty------7----------··-----------~--------------- ?> 
QOALS 
Solution of a publicly 
stated problem . 
Present study--teacher and 
parent gRals as formally 
adopted . 3 
NEEDS (Soc al-Emotional ) 
Often unspoken . 
Solution of group problems 
--shared anxietie~ and 
"hidden agendas»44 lead-
ing to a recognition of 
individual goals . 
Internalizing diagnostic 
skills--sensitivity , 
diagnostic ab1k~ty , and 
~action skills . 5 
h=I.--n_d_i_v_1-'d'-u-a~l.f' 
Group 
Individual Activity f1ember - 7 --~------ --M~--------~-------------~ 
GOALS 
Solution of publicly 
stated individual goals . 
Present study--to become a 
better parent and ~g 
achieve adJustment in 
our chlldren , and to 
become a good parent-
teacher in the light of 
the child ' s social 
behavior and mother-
child interaction . 47 
NEEDS ( Social-Emotion~l ) 
Sol uti on of ind1.v1dual 
personality problems--
removal of anxiety and 
confusion , the growth 
of self-integration , the 
control of fear, etc . 
Getting satisfaction in our 
roles of pai•ent and 
parent-teacher , and in our 
childrens ' achievement . 
FIGURE 6 
INTERRELATED NE EDS OF GROUP r4EMBERS* 
-~~ 
Gxplanatory footnotes appear on page 92 . 
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Group Activity--------~----------------------~-------------~ 
GOAL ACHIEVEMENT N§ED§ (Social-Emotional) 
Men--Study of what child needs Men--Absence ot• status £r 
are . Study of reality in mobil1 ty seel{ing . 5 
child development . 48 Presence of fa "safe" 
env1ronment • .52 
Tue--Study of the several
4 immaturity patterns . 9 
Wed--Insight into emotionally 
produced behavior . 
Thu--Fear regarding character 
development in children 
evidenced in the need to 
"talk it out . "50 
Fri--Study of the meaning of 
mental health . 
Tue--" Safe" environment gi vee 
the opportunity to 
reflect on new attitudes . 
Wed--Recognition of "der»Q-
cratic" atmosphere.5J as 
a necessity for group 
growth , gives personality 
reinforcement . 
Thu--Explosive behavior 
resulted in insight as 
to how to work emotion-
ally charged s1tuations . 54 
Fri--Recognition of the use 
and ~sefulness of group 
r-~~~~~~~-~. prooess . 
Individual 
Group Member 
Individual Activity-~-~~------------ ------7--------------~ 
QQAb ACHIEVEMENT NEEDS (Social-Emotional) 
Men--Progression to ~ to Men--Individual social-
fulfill child needs . 55 emotional needs in ten-
sion r elief as insight 
and security take over . 
Motivat1on5~ for renewed 
efforts at home as 
Tue--Progress1on to use of 
"readiness" principle . 
New attitudes produce ~6 study of new behavior . ' 
Understanding parental 
behavior . 
Wed--Use of insight in emo-
tionally produced behav-
ior leads to actual trial 
of new attitudes and 
behavior at home . 57 
Thu--A chance in a "safe" 
environment to think over 
personal religious or 
moral stand in a demo-
cratic society . 58 
Fri--Progression to how to 
fulfill child needs in 
mental health . 
insight develops . 
Tue--Growth of insight 
results in enthusiasm 
for the possibility and 
process of attitude 
change . 
Wed--Adoption o60better com-munication as a start 
1ng point for new behav 
ior patterns . 
Thu--Clearing of religious 
beliefs and goals01 pro 
duced relief from con-
fusion and resulted in 
tension reduction . 
Fr1--Ins1ght
6
or use of group 
process 2 in family group 
for mental health . o3 
FIGURE 7 
PATTERNS OF ACTIVITY AND INTERACTION IN YEAR III STUDY 
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The framework of Figure 7 indica tes the use of Figure 
6 and shows the !::>attel"ns ot~ activity and interaction during 
the Workshop Week . 
41 . 
Hare , .Ql2.. .Q.l.t.. 9 p • 19 •. 
42
At this point the investigator considered the use 
of the Bales Interaction Profile , but the Miles functional 
approach disox.J.ssed earlier in this chapter since It interview-
ing probably provides more complete and practical data than 
any other method . '' Miles , .Qp., • .a.l.:t.. 1 p . 239 . 
43 cf . , p . 69 . 
44T helen , Aa· Qlt . , p . 253 . 
45Miles, ~. ~. , p . 24 . 
46Balph H. Ojemann , Personal1.t}l Adjug;tment .Q.f: Indi-
)l'ldua.l Cb il~ ren (Washington, D.c . : National Ea.uoat;ion Associ-
ation , 19.54 • 
47 . 
A. Paul Hare , Edgar F . Borgatta , Robert F. Bales , 
Smaller 9roups ~-Studl1A 1n Social Interactlon (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf , 1962 • 
48 
Thelen , ~ . ~. , p . 263 . 
49Robert W. White , L1ves 1n Proiress (New York% Henry 
Holt and Company , 1952 ) , p . 9. "It is clear that even in 
early childhood there are differences 1n the time and rate 
at which capacities unfold . 11 
.50Thelen, Qn • .Qll. , p . 2:)1 . 11 • • • feelings which 
are shared may give the data needed to rectify the situation . 
"It should be evident t ha t the unbridled , disorderly , 
acting-out of feeli~ is by itself of little value . Catharsis 
alone does not help .' 
51 A. Paul Hare , He.ndbook ,2!. Small Graul) Be search (New 
York: The Free Pre ss of Glencoe , 1962) , p . 18 . 
52 . 
~r11le s , .on . .Q.l..t.., p . 33 . 
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53aoodw1n Watson, 11 What Do We Know About Learning?" 
National Education Association Journal , LII (March 1 1963) , 21 . 
.54M 1 1 es, ~. ~. , p . 29 . 
.5.5,,Jatson, .Ql4 • .o.U.., pp . 20- 22 • 
.56Dorw1n Cartwright , "Achieving Change in People: 
Some Applications of Group Dynamics Theory , " Human Relationa , 
4:381-92 , November , 19.51 . 
57Thelen , s:w, • .c.i.:t.. , p . 24.5 . "We are postulating the 
idea that when a person has such anxieties • • • he will 
reduce them • .• either by testing and finding them unneces-
sary , or by learning to live with them. " 
58s . R. Slavs on, Character Education .1.n Ji Democrac~ 
(New York: Assoo1a.t1on Press , 1939>', Chap . IV . 
59Laursmce Frederick Shaffer and Edward Joseph Shoben , 
Jr ., lhe. Psyqholoa;y ~ Adjustm,nt (second ed1 tion; Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company , 19.56 • Chaps . II and III contain 
a full discussion of nmotivation . '' 
60
Hare , et al ., .Q.n • .o.i:t.., p . 346 . "Communication or 
interactions in real space anrl time are the only means by 
which the common culture can be built . •~ 
61K A . . enneth Bradford, et al . , " Group Approach to Human 
Relations Problems , n Readings ..1.n Grou~ ~. Dorothea Sul -
livan , editor (New York: Association Press , 19.52) , p . 144 . 
62 
Helen Tower and Beatr1x A. Park , "There Can Be an 
"X" in All Groups, 11 Readi~s .1.n. Grou·p ~. Dorothea Sullivan, 
editor (New York: Association Press , 1952) , p . 194 . 
63Thelen , .Qll.. ~. , p . 139 . "It seems reasona. ble to 
suppose that the trainlng will be transferred to new situa-
tions to the extent that: 
1 . The individual has a realistic understanding of 
what 1s happening , partioularly to him , during 
tr~ 1n1ng . 
2 . This understanding is related by him to a wide 
variety of past experiences . 
3 . The individual experiences a substantial reduction 
of anxiety about the role~ he plays and thus 
develops a grea ter feeling of adequacy . 
4 . The individual achieves commitment to a valid 
image of the kinds of processes characteristic 
of effective group functioning . " 
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Experts typically assert that individual needs in 
goal accomplishment and need satisfaction must come before 
group goal achievement and group needs can be met . 64 How-
ever , in the present study, observation of the foregoing 
figures shows the opposite to be true . The investigator 
believes from the workshop evidence that the cause of this 
reversal of activity lies in the therapeutic atmosphere 
potentially present 1n groups of parents . It 1s very true 
that many hazards are present when group therapy takes over 
and becomes the goal of group process . 65 Nevertheless , 
observation of the workshop in action showed that the nature 
of the goals involved was responsible for making the workshop 
program serve as a place to sound out new ideas and atti -
66 tudes and to practice new behavior . Miles describes this 
as therapeutic , since : 
••• the learner needs to experiment and explore , 
try things out for himself , learn from doing , until he 
can behave appropriately . He must learn that human 
relations problems are not caused solely by the behavior 
of other people , that his own actions are a part of any 
probl em situation , and that he may, on occasion , not be 
perfect . 
64 Hare , .sm. • .Q.U. . , p . 22 . "The individual must usually 
satisfy his own needs and reach his own goal before he 1s 
willing to give time to the organj.zat1on of the group and 
the accomplishment of the group task . •t 
65 6 Trow,~ . ~. , p . 08 . 
66 
Miles»~. ~. , p . 34 . 
I /" 
Such learning requires a "not-for-keeps" setting , 
because the learner must be free to be creative , to 
think provisionally , to make missteps , and to try out 
new ways of behaving without fear of the usual painful 
consequences of failure . The "not-for-keeps" behavior 
is real--real enough to make for personal learning . 
Miles further describes a three-step procesa67 that 
is especially useful in understanding the atmosphere and 
activity of the Workshop Program in the present study . 
1 . The learner enters a safe situation and , in a 
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sense , "unfreezes" or relaxes , his usual set ways 
of behaving . 
2 . In the unfrozen , fluid state he creatively 
explores and tries out new behaviors . 
3. He refreezes , or makes firm , the new behaviors 
as he moves back to the usual demands of job 
si t uations . 
By satisfying individual needs and goals this thera-
peutic atmosphere and process also accomplishes the g1•oup 
goal and furnishes the motivation for need satisfaction in 
group social-emotional areas . The therapeutic relationship 
is itself an interdependent one68 and wi ll, therefore , foster 
67 
Miles,~ . ~., p . )4 . 
68carl R. Rogers and Rosalind F . Dymond (eds . ) , PsychO-
therapy and Personality Chanse (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press , 19.54) . Introduction b 'f Carl R. Rogers , Hypothesis No . 
4, p . 4 . "It is hypothesized that the therapeutic relation-
ship is only one instance of interpersonal relationships and 
that the same lawfulness governs all such relationships . " 
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mutuality in the teacher-parent relationship as observed in 
the group process carried on during the present study . 69 
Three further contributing factors have been present 
in the Year III Study . The first of these is leadership . 7° 
Stogdill defines leadership as the process or act of influenc-
ing the activities of an organized group in its efforts 
toward goal setting and goal ach1evement . 71 Miles 11st~ 
leadership functions as initiation (of action) , regulating , 
informing , supporting , and evaluating . The type of leader-
ship present , whether autocratic , democratic , or la1ssez-
faire , 72 is important to cohesion, as discussed below, to 
group process , and to output . Research has shown that: 
Members of the authoritarian groups showed more 
dependency on the l eader and more hostile and apathetic 
behavior between members . In the laissez-fa1re groups 
there was little dependency on the leader but greater 
irritability and ageress1veness among members and dis-
satisfaction with the task . The democratic group showed 
69For a full discussion of the mutuality of personal 
relationships see John Macmurray, PeraQn§ 1n ReJatlQn (New 
York: Harper and Brothers , 1961 ) and Paul Tournier , Ina~­
~ Qt Person~ (New Yorkt Harper and Brothers, 1957) . 
70While leadership constantly played an important 
part in the dynamics of the Year III Study (of . footnote 1 , 
p . 21) no attempt to measure its quality was made because of 
the subjective n:tture of the situation . 
71Balph M. Stogdill , "Leadership , Membership , and 
Organization, " PsycbQloi1cal Bulletin , 4?:1-14 , January , 1950 . 
72 
H. A. Jeep and J . W. Hollis , noroup Dynamics in 
Action," Clearlni House , 32!223-29 , December , 1957 . This 
gives a clear explanation of the difference between the demo-
cratic and laissez-faire setting . 
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leas dependency on the leader , more friendliness , and 
satisfaction with the activi t ies of the club . The auto-
cratic groups surpassed the others in quantity of output, 
but the products of the democratic groups were judged to 
be of the best quality . 73 
The second contributing factor of importance to the 
success of the Year III Study was the system of communication. 
If attitudes are to be changed through social means the use 
of "feed-back" is essential. Put in the most simple terms 
possible it works the following way. Through group process , 
goals are decided upon and suitable action is taken to 
practice the new behavior. 11 Feed-back" is a form of evalua-
tion . Through group interaction , mechanical means , or some 
sort of reporting the group member is told how he , as an 
individual , or how his group is doing, or what progress they 
have made . To be most helpful such "feed-backu must be clear , 
non- threatening , and immediate . In the Year III Study, lines 
of commun1oa:t1on were kept open at all times through cor-
respondence , telephone conversations , reporter notes from the 
workshop meetings , and fre quent small group meetings . The 
frequ.ent meetings furnished the proximity element mentioned. 
by Hare . 74 The small face-to-face groups used a r e in them-
selves a source of communica tion thus contributing in a very 
73Hare , ~. ~., p . 321 . 
74I'h.4A 290 . 
~·· p . 
real way to the success of group process over the lecture 
method of parental education used in the Year II Study . ?S 
A whole series of sttldies shows that if one wishes 
to change attitudes a,n.d the subsequent behavior of a 
group , discussion and decision where all members 
participate as directly as possible tend to be more 
effective than ••enlightenment" or "persuas1on11 by the 
lecture method , or by an unqualified order from above . 
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When an individual lectures to a group , the effects 
may be similar to forced one-way communication . As a 
result discussion and decision in a group with full 
participation and free feed·~baok tend to be more effec-
tive in changing attitudes or behavior than the lecture 
method . 76 
The third contributing f·-:.~t <!l'l.or was the cohesion present 
in the group . Cohesion is that quality of 11 oneness" present 
in a group . Cartwright and Zander identify two major 
sources of group attraction : ~ a ) the group itself is the 
object of the need and (b ) being in the group 1s the means 
for satisfying needs out·tide t.he group . ?? Observation and 
analysis of the group interaction during the workshop (of 
Fig . 6 ) and of data collected78 show that group and 1nd1vid-
ual tasks and social-emotional needs were met throughout the 
75Kurt Lewin, Field ~heor~ 1n S~oial Sclenoe , ed . 
Dorw1n Cartwright (New York% Harper and Brothers , 1951) , pp . 
229-)6 . 
?6 
Hare , ~- ~. , pp . 289-90 . 
77cartwr1ght and Zander , ~. ~. , pp . 74-75 . 
8 . 7 l'1iles, .em . .o..1.t.. , p . 227 . "An important and often 
overlooked aspect of data collection is the simple keeping 
of records of the training activities as they proceed . 11 
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Year III Study . This evidence places the parent group in 
Cartwright and Zander ' s "b" category and indicates to the 
investigator the reason for the high cohesiveness present 1n 
the Year III group . Cartwright end Zander ' s listing of the 
consequences of cohes1on79 __ (a ) responsible activity , (b) 
interpersonal influence , (c) similarity of values , and (d) 
development of security , suggests the potential usefulness 
of parent groups . 
79 Cartwright and Zander,~ . ~., p . 89 . 
CHAP'l'ER VI 
SUMMARY, EVALUATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
The purpose of thls study has been to survey historical 
and present uses of teacher-parent conferences , and , through 
action research, to explore some ways in which the teacher-
parent relationship , made possible through the teacher• 
parent conference , might be made more useful . 
The trend , as observad in the literature has been 
toward recognition of the high potential in the teacher-
parent conference . Many authorities point to the fact that 
the conference should seek to help parents in many ways 
beyond that of just roporting scholastic achievement . It 
was pointed out that the conference develops mutual under-
standing between parents and teacher in every area of child 
growth, and tha t the f ace-to-face relationship makes possible 
a better assessment of all child achievement . 
At the beginning of the first year of study it was 
proposed tha t the testing program be used as a basis for 
extension of the teacher-parent conference . Group ·tests for 
readiness, mental maturity , and achievement were given all 
children. Individual asse s sment in deP.th was attempted for 
children falling below expected achievement levels . The 
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Year I Study indicated that , while test data has a place in 
assessing the capabilitie s and achievement of children and 
should be reported to parents , the true usefulness of the 
conference lies in the potential teacher-parent relationship 
which is made posBible during the functioning conference . 
The meaning of such a relationship rests in the mutual use-
fulness of parent to teacher, and teacher to parent , in 
furthering the child ' s educational progress . 
Teacher dissatisfaction centered around parental 
interpretative abilities . Critical analysis pointed toward 
the need for some type of parent education program. The 
Year I Study cycle may be seen in Figure 9. 
During the second year of study a program of parent 
education was inaugurated in an attempt to correct the 
parental lack of test interpretation ability. The lecture 
method, plus parent part1c1patlon in the classroom , was .used . 
Tabulation showed that interest and participation diminished 
during lecture sessions . No noticeable change was made in 
the extension of teacher-parent conference usefulness . 
The introduction of srnal1 group conferences was 
credited with the marked change in interest and in confer-
ence effectiveness. Figure 10 shows the Year II cycle in 
which is indicated the need for further work in the use of 
group dynamics practices . Small parent groups were used as 
a means of expanding the scope of the t eacher-parent confer-
ence . 
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During the third year of study group dynamics tech-
nology was used to expand the small group conferences inaugu-
rated during the Year II Study. The small group conferences 
expanded into the full scale Workshop Program. The Workshop 
Program served a double usefulness in that it (1) developed 
the interpretative abilities of parents ln conferences , and 
(2) trained parents as leaders in family groups, thus extend-
ing the teaching-learning milieu of the children from school 
to the home . The action of the Year III cycle may be seen 
in Figure 11 . 
II . THE CYCLICAL NATURE OF THIS EXPLORATION 
Throughout the study the investigator has, more or 
1 less, followed the suggestions of Casey and Corey 1n their 
search for productive procedure in home-school relations , 
i . e . {1) problem identification , (2) creative hypothesizing 
for better results, (J ) activating these hypotheses, (4) 
search for evidence of changed practice , and (5) interpreta-
tion and general! ation of evidence . Miles ' 2 cyclical 
framework shows the application of these five suggestions . 
1 
Veronica Casey and Stephen Corey , "Parents and 
Teachers Practice Action Besearch to Cope with Mutunl Prob-
lems, 11 Educational Administratl on and SqJ.lerv1a1on , )8: 333-41 , 
October , 1952 . 
2Ma tthew B. Miles, Learnl ng .t.Q.. ~ .1n Groups (.New 
York: Bureau of Publications , TGa chers College, Columbia 




and new problems . ; _____ , _ _.,... 
CYCLICAL FRAMEWORK FOR EXPLORATORY STUDY 
The framework pictured in Figure 8 1s useful 1n 
showing a progression of goals , proceo.ures , methods and 
techniques, evaluation , and results . The present study 
has had three cyclical turns--from appraised needs , to 
10.3 
new behaviors , to evaluation , to new level needs. Figures 
8, 9, and 10 show this progression. 
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-~ 
Investige.ti on ~ 
of better use of II 






YEAR I CYCLE 
Dissatisfactions : 
(1 ) Parental needs in~ 
their understandtng of 
tests, (z ) Parental need 
in uracticing mental 
hyg:l.ene • 






YEAR II CYCLE 
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-----..... New behav1 ore: 
(1 ) Lecture type 
instruction , (2 ) Parents 











f1 ld . 
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III . ANALYSIS 




Change of quality of group member contributions . 
Change in types of que s tions asked in the follow-
up week . 
3. Voluntary transfer of methods of 11 group process" 
to uses in new situations . 
4 . High i nterest (Year III ) shown in extra reading , 
acceptance of responsibility of duties in the 
group , and increased cooperative effort with the 
school . 
5. Change of understand1ng--f~om family as an aggre-
gate of individuals to 
family as a self-sustaining 
group . 
6 . Change of role--from parent, to parent-as - teacher , 
to parent-as-group-leader . 
7. Growth of self-knowledge--from anxiety regarding 
ch j ld development , to 
confusion, to use of 
diagnosis of behavior and 
methods of change in the 
individual and in his 
group . 
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8 . Change of attitudes and behavior--from erratic , to 
development of 
diagnostic 
ability , to the 
use of diag-
nostic ability 
in the home . 
Data summarized in Chapter V indicate the following 
primary elements : 
1 . The use of the therapeutic benefits of teacher-
parent group interaction for developmental and 
preventive guidance . 
2 . The use of 11 group prooess 11 as a training field 
for parents-as-leaders in family groups . 
3 . The emergence of an over-all philosophy of the 
"mutuality" 1n all fruitful relationships--not 
only 1n the teacher-parent relationship, but 
especially in the parent-child relationship and 
the teacher-child relationship . 
IV . CONCLUSIONS AND BECOMi1ENDATIONS 
The foregoing figures and analysis raise the question 
as to what valuable practices have been derived from such 
experiences . 11 A problem is ' solved ' when serenity of feeling 
returns and new insights hEwe been fitted into our scheme of 
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things . Both we and the situation undergo changes, and these 
changes give rise to new problems . 11 3 
A critical analysis by the investigator indicates the 
following recommendations: 
1 . Limited use of group tests for measurement of 
grade level achievement of all students for parent 
progress reports . 
2. Use of group tests for assessment of mental age 
and IQ . 
J , Full use of referral personnel, rather than the 
teacher, for individual assessment . 
4 . Use of the parent in a parent-as-teacher role . 
5. Extended use of the 11 mutua.l1ty" concept 1n the 
teacher-parent relationship . 
6. Use of "group process 11 rather than lecture method 
for training parents . 
?. Training of parents for the narent-as-leader role 
in the family group . 
8. Provision for the utilization of the therapeutic 
element uniquely present in groups of parents of 
very young school children . 
3Herbert A. Thelen , Dynamics ~ Groups ~ ~ 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press , 1954) , p . 244 . 
V . FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDED 
The outcome of this study po1nts to three areas in 
which further research is indicated: 
1 . Study of means of the extension of preventive 
guidance in the home-school milieu of children 
in early childhood . 
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2. Development of methods of expe.nd ing the use of 
group process as a technique for training parents-w 
as-leaders in family groups . 
J . Investigati on into the study of human relations 
as it might be used as nart of an over-all con-
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1 . Ability to listen . 
2. Ability to follow directions . 
3 . Ability to express himself orally . 
4 . Definite interest in and readiness for reading . 
5. Progress in Reading . 
6 . Progress in numbers . 
7 . Progress in writing . 
8 . Other activities in school . 
HAS YOUR ']HILD SLIPPED IN ANY OF THE FOL~..OWING? 
1 . Feeling of security in the classroom . 
2 . Hesponse to the taao:her . 
3 . Ad justment to working and playing in a group . 
4. Participation n all the activities of the class . 
5. Feeling of success ane cf participation . 
YOU CAN HELP ME . 
1. Does your child talk freely w~th you about school? 
2 . Does he like school r asonably wall ? 
3 . Do you be l ieve he feels reasonably successful? 
4 . Have any physical or arnot onal upsets occurred to your 
child durj.ng the past six months? 
5. Have you any further comments •o make that may fur ther 
aid me in understanding your child? 
CAN I HELP YOU UNDEHSTAND THE NEWLY D.C:VELOPED A'l'TB.IBUTES OF 
YOUR CHILD? 
1 . Physical . 
2 . Mental . 
3. Emotional . 
4 . f·1ay I recommend that you read Dr . Gessell ' s book "The 
Child From ti'ive to Ten"--the section about the six-
year old, and the section on the seven-year- old . 
APPENDIX A 
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WALNUT CREEK SCHOUL DISTRICT 
To: Teachers of Grades One, Two and Three: 
The first arent-teacher conferences will be held during 
the r ema inder of November . Opt1onal conferences will be held.. 
the l ast of January, and complete conferences again in April . 
This year we a r "' asking that you prepare a copy (oat~bon 
if you prefer ) of the conference results to give to the parent . 
Please concentrate on the positive , try to compare the progress 
of the child only to his own potential , and work with the 
parent toward an unders tanding of the child ' s adjustment both 
at home and a t school . 
Last year a state-wide poll of pa r ents in California , 
including \valnut Creek , indicated that the three questions 
they wished most to have answered were: 
1 . How can we help our child? 
2 . What are my child ' s special abilities? 
) . What are his needs in getting along with other people? 
As parents (as well as teachers) what would ~ l i ke to 
get from a conference: (This month ' s Com~aplQn has an excel-
lent articl e on this subject . ) Please remember that al l 
blanks need not b filled in; that they shotlld be filled with 
parent ' s comments as well as your own , and that the puroose 
of the conference should result in a two way exchange i f you 
are to benefit . 
Points to remember : 
Beg in and end the confere nce with good points . 
If you can ' t sugge s t so~ething construct ive, don ' t 
bring a subject up . 
Don ' t talk about points tha t a parent is not ready to 
accept . 
Do be specific in some areas . A question of ~How is 
my child doing? " is not an inspiring question , but 
"Jus t fine" is an even l ess satisfac tory ans·~11er . 
Enjoy your conferences if pos s ible . This is your oppor-






'111ce Valley School 
Room 2 
February 19 , 1963 
It will soon be time for the second parent-t acher 
conference . At that time your child will receive hls 
first report card . It is my sincere wish to make this 
conference as profitable as pos s ible to ·both of us . In 
order to do that I have arranged , through the offlce, an 
unusual pre-conference opportunity for you to observe your 
child "in action . " 
During the first three weeks in March our room will 
have an overall observa tion pro~ram . Our class will be 
carrying on its regular program ; but you may drop in to 
watch just as much as you like . I hope you will take 
advantage of this opportunity to ~et a clear picture of 
all that your child. does at school . Such a plan will , I 
believe, make it ossible to use the conference time in 
April to great advantage in estimating where your child 
now stands and wha t we . hculd plan for him for the balance 
of the year . 
In order to asslst in the planning please indicate on 
the attached page what act:\. vi ties you would like to see ··1and · 
also whether or not you will need a ba·by-sitter . Please 
return the attached page this w~ek so I can complete the 
plans • . I will then send you a printed urogr~m . You wi tl 
be able to follow the program and drop in as often as 
possible . 






I would 1 ke to see my child "in action11 1n the 
followina school activities . (Don ' t hesitate to mark 
just as many as you would like to see . ) 














Do you need a baby-sitter? 
- --




ROOM 2 VISITING PROGRAM 
March 4-8 March 11-15 March 18-22 March 2.5-29 















RecARS 1:10 WEEK 
1!45-2!45 1:45-2!15 
Art Social Studies 






Tice Valley School 
Boom 2 
February 27, 1963 
Here is the schedule of demonst:retions for our Vislt1ng 
Program during the month of March . You are welcome to come 
at any time, but the marked hours will be of special interest 
because we have arranged special demonstrations of our work 
at that time. You will notice that each demonstratlon is 
five days long--the entire week that each is scheduled . We 
hope that you can come every day . Art is the only exception. 
It is to be demonstrated one day only . There is one ore 
thing about the reading demonstrations. You are ~eldome to 
come to watch any reading demonstration, but 
reading group demonstration is at for the week·of 
Some of our older girls will be baby-sitters for those 
who need them. Bring your baby to class and we will call 
the s 1. tter . 
You will notice tha t the week of March 2.5-29 is called 
Parent Workshop Week . There will be more about that l~ter . · 
Now I will just say that we can look forward to daily dis-
cussions of various things of mutual interest . There will 
be fi.lms , books , pamphlets, and lots of talk . The hour will 
be from 10 to ll!JO a . m. every day of the week of March a5-29 . 
Also we can all have lunch together 1n the cafeteria after-
ward if you like the idea . 
Please bring a pencil and notebook with you . You never 
can tell when you might want to take a note or ask a question . 
There w· 11 be a auestlon box at the back of the room for your 
questions. We w111 answer them during the \ orkshop vJeek . 
I am looking forward to an 1nterestlng and profitable 




Tice Valley School 
Hoom 2 
February 28, 1963 
\lie have arranged for the baby-sitter ervice for 
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you for the visiting sessions the.t you indicated interest 
in . Al though we have the room and the sitters I am sure 
that you will understand that we do not have equipment , 
toys, or food for young children . 
>ve would appreciate 1 t very much if you will bring 
whatei.rer your own baby needs in equipment , toys, or food . 
Our fifth grade girls are anxious to be of service to 
you and will take good care of the younger children . 
1 truly hope that this request will not make things 




HOW TO r1AKE A VISITORS ' CONTRIBUTION . 
Below this statement please write something about 
what you see, either 1n the demonstration or elsewhere in 
the ro om . Make your contribution in the form of a statement , 
question , suggestion, a comment--anyway you wish. Don ' t 
sign your name because I don ' t want to know l:d:l,Q. is talking , 
just~ you wish to say. Please write a different con-
tribution every t ime you come. This will be a big help in 
planning the Parents ' Workshop Week . You may put this slip 
in the box a t the back of the room. Thank you . 
AP)ENDIX H 
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Tice Va lley School 
Room 2 
Naroh 20 , 1963 
My dear friend.s , 
I cannot tell you 'IJhat a pleasure it has been ha v1 ng so 
many of y u visiting off and on over the past three weeks . 
You:r- V~_sitor Contribution slips and your smiling faces have 
added so much to our school room. The children and I have 
lo,red l t . 
\ve are now ready to move into the \>Jorkshop Weelc Start-
ing Monday, March 25, through Friday, March 29, we will be 
meetlng :ln Room 10 fro m 10:30 to 11:30 a . m. From your sugges-
tions I have set up the following daily discussion program : 
Monday, f'larch 2_5-- 111'Fam1ly and School Teamwork . 11 
Tuesday, March 26--"He Acts His Age . " 
Vlednesda.y , M9rch 27-- 'tDon ' t Get Angr-y . '' 
Thursday , Ma rch 22- -"Nanner s a nd f1orals . 11 
F'r1day , March 29--"I1ental Health . n 
The order of each day wi l l be: 
1 . Choice of a recorder of all interaction. 
2 . Film presentation . 
3 . Discus sj_ on . 
'-~ . Interaction or suggestions on e:l.ther the 
subject of the Cl.ay or any -ohase of group 
process . 
_5 . Send ing out recorder ' s report to all parents 
every day . 
THERE I S ~ WORKSHOP BONUS . 
':Jould you 1 ke to have lunch at school? The Caf eteria. 
lunch costs 40 cents for adults. We can have the fun of 
eating lunch t 0ge ther at 11:30. Then fro m 12 to 12:30 o ' clock 
I will be hauuy to resent, for any mothers who can stay, 
other fil ms and 1llustrat1 ve material about tl'le topic of 
the day . 
I hone you will eome to as many worksho s &s your time 
will allo1-•1. Remember , we will meet in Boom 10 . 
Sincerely , 
AP PE NDIX I 
